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FOREWORD

We are pleased to introduce S. Neil MacFarlane’s most
recent study to the network of practitioners, policy analysts, and
academics that comprise the readership of the Humanitarian-
ism and War Project.

This study reviews the “conflict connection,” meaning the
impact of humanitarian action on armed conflict. It is a compan-
ion volume to MacFarlane’s 2000 study, Politics and Humanitarian
Action, in which he examined the reverse dynamic: the impact of
politics on humanitarian action.

MacFarlane is well known to our readers from two earlier
case studies he conducted for us of conflicts in Georgia in 1996
and Nagorno-Karabakh in 1997. In  2000, we also published a
review that he helped guide and introduced, The Landmine Ban:
A Case Study in Humanitarian Action by Don Hubert.

MacFarlane brings the perspectives of a political scientist in
regular contact with the day-to-day work of major diplomatic,
political, and humanitarian institutions. Since he juggles his
work for us with teaching demands at Oxford University and
consulting for high-profile clients such as the European Union,
NATO, and the United Nations, his monograph has been more
than three years in gestation. This extended time frame has
allowed him to track the evolution of thinking on the subject and
to refine his analysis accordingly.

The finished product represents, in our judgment, a major
contribution to the continuing debate about the impact of hu-
manitarian action on conflict. In MacFarlane’s view, the activi-
ties of humanitarian agencies, situated by definition in strife-
filled settings, do, indeed, affect the dynamics of conflict in ways
that he carefully delineates.

At the same time, however, he brings new rigor and insight
to the task of disaggregating how humanitarian work itself fuels
or eases conflict. The topic is a sensitive one for aid agencies,
which are often criticized these days for sustaining wars by
virtue of the presence and resources they bring. The fact that
MacFarlane is a social scientist rather than an aid practitioner
provides him with some of the necessary distance above the fray.

He concludes that the connection between humanitarian
action and the conflicts that create human suffering is undeni-
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able.  At the same time, he finds humanitarian agencies more
often to be bit players than lead actors in exacerbating, mitigating,
or transforming conflict. The situation as he presents it varies, of
course, from conflict to conflict and from humanitarian response
to response.

Those who have chastised aid organizations for fueling
conflicts willy-nilly and those who have exonerated them be-
cause of their expressed humanitarian motivations will find
MacFarlane’s analysis instructive. Those who believe that hu-
manitarian actors should limit themselves to the relief of suffer-
ing, eschewing a broader agenda, and those who see the hu-
manitarian imperative embracing the wider challenge of trans-
forming conflict also will find much food for thought.

This study concludes the publication of research that has
been underway since late 1997 on institutional learning and
change among humanitarian organizations in the post-Cold
War period, comprising Phase 3 of the Humanitarianism and
War Project. Phase 4, now under way, involves distilling the
lessons identified since the beginning of the Project in 1991 and
disseminating the Project’s findings more actively.

We are committed to monitoring and addressing the issues
framed in this study, and we welcome reactions from readers. We
are reachable at our new home at Tufts University, as described
in Appendix III. This Occasional Paper, like its predecessors,
may be downloaded in full from the website at
www.hwproject.tufts.edu.

Larry Minear, Director
Humanitarianism and War Project
December 2000
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This monograph considers the impact of humanitarian
action on recent armed conflicts. The proposition that humani-
tarian initiatives fuel conflict has been an important element of
the critique of international responses to war-related need,
constituting indeed a fundamental challenge to the humanitar-
ian imperative. Concern about exacerbating conflict through
humanitarian action may also reduce the flow of resources from
donors to aid agencies. But the connection can also be positive.
The view that humanitarian action can and should be designed
to promote peace has influenced the programs of agencies
operating in complex emergencies.

The monograph begins by articulating four viewpoints
comprising what might be called the spectrum of opinion on the
conflict connection:

1. Fidelity to the humanitarian imperative and suspicion of
the intrusion of political factors into program design and imple-
mentation (that is, the classical humanitarian position);

2. Damage limitation (that is, the attempt to avoid doing
harm in the process of providing assistance and protection);

3. Conflict transformation (that is, the use of humanitarian
action to promote peace); and

4. Aid for victory (that is, the use of humanitarian action to
secure the victory of one party or another).
The study concentrates on the second and third positions,
which represent the focus of recent debate.

After a discussion of historical experience, the analysis
turns to the ways in which humanitarian action can exacerbate
or prolong conflict (position 2). The discussion places particular
emphasis on the role of humanitarian assistance in the political
economy of war, on issues related to protection of victims and
humanitarian personnel, and on dilemmas of proportionality.
This is followed by an evaluation of strategies for mitigating the
negative impact of humanitarian action on conflict and for the
promotion of conflict resolution through humanitarian assis-
tance (position 3).

With respect to the issue of damage limitation, the mono-
graph concludes that aid can have significant conflict-fueling
effects and that these should be taken into account in program
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design. Recent practice suggests promising approaches to re-
ducing the diversion of assistance for military purposes, par-
ticularly when designed on the basis of intimate knowledge of
the context and operating at the very local level. Yet the capacity
of humanitarian actors to limit the negative impacts on conflict
is reduced by the unwillingness of international political actors
seriously to engage in conflict management and resolution.
With respect to the issue of conflict transformation, the analysis
raises doubts about the utility of imposing “peace conditional-
ity” on humanitarian assistance as a means of encouraging
political and societal reconciliation. It notes and documents,
however, that properly designed local or micro- level assistance
can have important effects in encouraging reconciliation be-
tween communities.

The study concludes that the view that humanitarian action
has played a substantial role in sustaining or exacerbating
armed conflicts and deepening their negative consequences for
civilian populations has been significantly overblown. The
cases in which this is demonstrably true are few, and it is unclear
whether in such circumstances the alternative of disengage-
ment would have had the desired effect on the conflict. Humani-
tarian action is, after all, a rather small element in the complex
dynamic of conflict. While such action can contribute to the
exacerbation, mitigation, or transformation of conflict, its sig-
nificance should not be exaggerated. In any event, the impact of
aid on conflict, positive or negative, should not be the basis for
fundamental decisions whether or not to come to the assistance
of victims in peril.

Among the positions on the conflict spectrum, then, the
middle ground for which many donors and agencies have been
striving emerges as the most sensible. It involves fidelity to the
humanitarian imperative, combined with efforts to understand
conflicts, to limit negative impacts, and to exploit the positive
potential of assistance to those caught up in war.
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INTRODUCTION

In the eyes of many people, humanitarian aid has lost
much of its moral currency. Once an undisputed symbol of
solidarity with those struck down by misfortune and adver-
sity, humanitarian assistance is now vilified by many as part
of the problem, feeding fighters, strengthening perpetrators of
genocide, creating new war economies, fueling conflicts and
perpetuating crises.  — Clare Short1

The role of conflict in creating humanitarian needs and
complicating humanitarian responses has been studied exten-
sively over the years and is reasonably well understood. Con-
versely, however, the impact of humanitarian action on pro-
cesses of conflict has drawn less attention until recently.2  Be-
cause of the number of humanitarian operations in the 1990s in
which humanitarian action apparently fueled conflicts, the
impact of assistance on conflict is now seen as an important
dimension of analyzing humanitarian action and designing
humanitarian programs.

In theory, humanitarian action is guided by the principles of
neutrality toward the political and military objectives of
belligerents, proportionality in distribution of help, and inde-
pendence from the political agendas of states and international
organizations.3   The major legal points of reference are the Fourth
Geneva Convention Relative to the Protection of Civilian Persons
in Time of War of August 12, 1949; the Additional Protocol I of
1977 Relating to the Protection of Victims of International Armed
Conflicts (Articles 51-53); and Additional Protocol II Relating to
the Protection of Victims of Non-International Armed Conflicts.4

The Geneva Conventions and Protocols attempt to draw a
clear division between politics and the purposes and conduct of
war on the one hand, and assistance to victims on the other. Aid
to victims is supposed to proceed independently of politics and
the conduct of war. Political and military actors are prohibited
under the conventions from impeding humanitarian work pro-
tected by their stipulations. Emma Bonino, the European Com-
missioner for Humanitarian Affairs, caught the essence of this
dichotomy in a 1998 speech in London.
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I am always tempted to reply that ‘humanitarian aid’
and ‘strategy,’ far from being necessarily compatible
notions, can rather appear sometimes as a contradictio in
terminis [contradiction in terms]. The essence of humani-
tarian relief is the job of saving lives; and of helping the
suffering, the victims of war and catastrophes: wherever
they are, without distinction of race[,] religion, or else
[sic.]… In my opinion, bringing relief is always worth
it—almost at whatever cost when human lives are at
stake.5

The humanitarian community has focused traditionally on
the ethical imperative and the legal right to assist civilian victims
of conflict independently of political considerations, as dis-
cussed in detail in the companion monograph Politics and Hu-
manitarian Action. Informed by this ethical commitment, many
humanitarians have resisted considering the impact of their
assistance on the processes of conflict. Recognition of the connec-
tion between humanitarian action and conflict is uncomfortable
since it clouds the humanitarian imperative. In the abstract, the
rights of the victim and the obligations of others to help are
paramount. But many people would argue that proper evalua-
tion of humanitarian action must focus not merely on motives,
but also on consequences, unintended as well as deliberate. As
one observer has put it:

Even as aid helps, it also harms. The act of mercy, once
believed to be simple and pure, is complicated and
politically implicated in the conditions of today’s world.6

If humanitarian action can strengthen one side in a conflict
disproportionately and thereby influence the outcome, the harm
of that victory may outweigh the good done in assisting victims.
If humanitarian action helps the combatants sustain themselves
in the field and avoid political compromise or surrender, this
assistance may prolong suffering. As another analyst has stated:
“Not only have humanitarian interventions failed to protect
people adequately from terrible suffering and death, but they
have in many cases seemed to exacerbate or prolong that suffer-
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ing.”7  Aid channeled through illegitimate authorities may
strengthen their hold on their societies. Humanitarian action
then reinforces unjust power relations. Large-scale assistance to
conflict-ridden societies may undermine local productive ca-
pacities and impoverish local producers, laying the basis for
further conflict. The activities of assistance providers—some-
times large enough to replace local structures of authority and
resource allocation—may fatally undermine indigenous re-
sources that are essential to the quest for a stable peace.8

The Spectrum of Opinion

A considerable debate has developed over whether humani-
tarian actors should take conflict impacts into account and, if
they choose to, how to do this. Opinion is distributed along a
spectrum of views. This debate was stimulated by disturbing
experiences in which aid appeared to have fueled conflict and by
the seminal work of Mary Anderson and her colleagues in the
Local Capacities for Peace Project. Their 1996 publication, Do No
Harm, played an extremely influential role in encouraging reflec-
tion within the humanitarian community on the potentially
negative consequences of efforts to help.

Although it is difficult to categorize the range of opinion on
the conflict connection into clearly defined clusters, four general
positions are apparent. The first is that of classical humanitarian-
ism, which seeks to assist regardless of the consequences. As one
observer noted, “some humanitarian actors cling to the position
that neutrality of outcome is as much a fact as neutrality of intent,
refusing to acknowledge the impact of humanitarian aid.”9

Some people take the position that such influences may exist,
but cannot be taken into account in decisions to help. To do so,
they believe, would be an unacceptable politicization of humani-
tarian response. “Red Cross institutions must be aware of poli-
tics as they would of poison, for it threatens their very lives,”
wrote an official of the International Committee of the Red Cross
(ICRC). “Politicization undoubtedly constitutes the greatest
danger now confronting the Red Cross.” Political impact, he
noted elsewhere, is essentially irrelevant to the purposes of the
organization, which recognizes primarily that “there are only
victims in need of help.”10
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Other writers have echoed the same view, that the responsi-
bility of humanitarian actors is to help those in need, whatever
the political and military consequences.11 “Helping to prevent
people from dying is ipso facto a good thing.”12

The classical humanitarian perspective is evident in the
1994 Code of Conduct in Disaster Relief, which states that the
humanitarian imperative comes first. Aid “is given regardless of
the race, creed or nationality of the recipients and without
distinction of any kind. Aid priorities are evaluated on the basis
of need alone …”13   Serious consideration of the broader effects of
humanitarian action jeopardizes the ethical clarity of the hu-
manitarian imperative. It erodes moral confidence and draws the
humanitarian community into an essentially indeterminate dis-
cussion, subjecting the victim to the consequent loss of direction.
As a senior nongovernmental organization (NGO) official stated
in 1998, “while humanitarians dither, people die.”14

Moreover, arguments about aid impacts on conflict may be
exploited by policymakers in donor countries intent on cutting
funds. One aid official asserted that “donors have already made
sharp cuts to their humanitarian relief and overseas develop-
ment budgets with the misleading claim that such assistance
often does more harm than good to its intended beneficiaries.”15

The remaining three positions along the spectrum accept
that consequences matter and seek to adjust assistance to take
them into account. The first consequentialist position is what
might be called damage limitation, in which programming is
adjusted in order to avoid making the conflict worse.“… at the
very minimum, aid that is intended to help victims in war settings
should not cause additional harm.”16    The focus is on identifying
potentially harmful impacts of humanitarian action and at-
tempting to avoid or to mitigate them.

The most extreme example of damage limitation is with-
drawal of assistance when aid providers conclude that they are
merely making things worse.17   One well-known example is the
withdrawal from camps for uprooted Rwandans in Goma and
Bukavu in 1995, as explained by a Médecins sans Frontières
(MSF) official:

MSF decided to progressively withdraw … because it
was convinced it was playing a problematic role. It was
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not an easy decision, being faced with the classical
dilemma of choosing between a medical duty … and
humanitarian ethics. Humanitarian ethics refers to the
fact that assistance should not feed a conflict and espe-
cially not the perpetrators of a genocide.18

One study concluded, “in the effort to do the least harm,
NGOs should begin to take seriously the option of withdrawal
or disengagement.”19

A more ambitious consequentialist view of the conflict con-
nection— the third position on the spectrum—is that of conflict
transformation. Proponents of this view hold that humanitarian
action can and should be designed to move societies toward
political settlement and sustainable peace.20   The goal is not to
remove  or resolve conflict, which is endemic to social relations
and often the way necessary social change occurs, but instead to
rechannel or transform it into more constructive forms.21

These efforts can occur at the micro level by using aid to
rebuild links between communities and to restore authority
structures and local decision-making capacities. Conflict trans-
formation may also proceed at the macro level by using incen-
tives and disincentives linked to the delivery of assistance to
encourage disarmament and reintegration of combatants (as in
Mozambique) or to promote efforts to get parties to negotiate or
implement peace agreements (as in Bosnia-Herzegovina). A
transformative approach may also involve structural adjust-
ment and other macroeconomic programming designed to insti-
tutionalize the process of peace. As a report by the Organization
for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) put it:

Countries in crisis or recovering from violent conflict
urgently need to mobilise domestic and external finan-
cial resources for economic reconstruction in the face of
exceptional circumstances … The need to preserve peace
and stability, rehabilitate essential infrastructure, re-
form public institutions, jump start the economy, and
create employment opportunities places heavy demands
on budgetary resources. At the same time, the need for a
stable, balanced economy and the restoration of private
investors’ confidence requires that inflationary pres-
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sures be contained. The formation of a sound—if rudi-
mentary—macroeconomic framework for reconstruc-
tion is thus a priority.22

Both the damage limitation and the conflict transformation
positions depart from classical understanding of impartiality
and neutrality. The principle of impartiality—that assistance
should be proportional to need—is replaced with the essentially
political objective of shaping the processes of conflict. The prin-
ciple of neutrality—that humanitarian actors should not take
sides in political controversies—gives way to efforts by these
actors to encourage belligerents to suspend their warfare.23

The extreme form of consequentialism—the fourth posi-
tion—is a complete rejection of impartiality and neutrality. This
position may be referred to as the   aid  as   a  weapon.  This view
holds that the international community should identify the
guilty party in a conflict and use assistance to punish the guilty
and succour the innocent. As one analyst observed regarding the
effort of humanitarians to sustain neutrality in the conflict on
Bosnia-Herzegovina:

Why should we fixate on neutrality? The Serbs are the
guilty party. International engagement should recog-
nize this.24

From here it is only a small step to the suggestion that
humanitarian assistance be allocated on the basis of political
sympathy for one side or the other. This pattern of behavior was
common in the pre-Cold War and Cold War eras, as described in
Chapter 1.

This monograph assesses the merits of these positions,
particularly the two in the middle of the spectrum: damage
limitation and conflict transformation. Chapter 1 examines the
impact of aid on conflict from an historical perspective. Chapter
2 reviews the experience of humanitarian action in conflict
settings  during the 1990s. Chapter 3 discusses how humanitar-
ian actors have sought to limit the potential conflict-fueling
impacts of their activities. Chapter 4 discusses efforts to use aid
to transform conflict. Throughout, the analysis seeks to provide
a dispassionate review of the conflict connection in the hope of
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helping practitioners and policymakers gain perspective on this
extremely complex and nettlesome issue. As is customary in the
Humanitarianism and War Project, the analysis is inductive,
drawing on the experiences of individual case studies to reach
broader conclusions and recommendations.

The Structure of the Conflict Connection

International assistance can affect processes of conflict be-
fore, during, and after war takes place. In the pre-conflict phase,
external assistance may contribute to the slide of conflict-prone
societies toward war, or it may be neutral vis-à-vis incipient
conflict. International assistance also may reflect the desire to
“help prevent conflicts at their roots—before the toll of human
and material destruction spirals and before an international
response becomes vastly more difficult and costly.”25

Recent analysis of pre-conflict situations has placed consid-
erable emphasis on the conflict-inducing effects of insensitive
development assistance. One observer stated:

In some cases, if not many, inappropriate aid condition-
ality may have forced an unsustainable pace of change
or weakened states to the point where basic social
services and the rule of law could no longer be main-
tained.26

Examples abound. Large-scale external funding of water
projects in Bangladesh exacerbated relations between  the  gov-
ernment and hill tribes displaced from ancestral lands by the
filling of reservoirs, contributing to the outbreak of a serious
insurgency.27     In  pre-conflict Rwanda, pressures from donors for
democratization and structural adjustment may have given the
Hutu political and economic élite an incentive to provoke ethnic
conflict with the Tutsi minority.28   Failure to implement human
rights conditionalities on development assistance may have sent
a message that conditionalities were “preached but not prac-
ticed,” contributing to Rwanda’s atmosphere of impunity.29

In the second stage—that of active conflict—humanitarian
action may exacerbate or mitigate violence or it may have no
significant effect. Generous international assistance to the dis-
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placed may cause conflict with nearby host populations that are
also impoverished. Where assistance is delivered in a balanced
way, conflict of this kind may be avoided. Aid procedures that fail
to prevent diversion or theft of supplies by the belligerents may
sustain or widen the military struggle.

In the third phase of conflict—after hostilities have ended—
emergency and transitional assistance may help stabilize soci-
ety, restore relations between communities, and reconstruct
peaceful mechanisms for dispute resolution. This assistance,
however, also may have the opposite effect. With regard to the
links between humanitarian action and conflict, the challenges
are to stabilize cease-fires, forge durable peace agreements, and
implement agreements in a way that reduces the possibility of
war.

Although these are essentially political tasks, humanitarian
actors may impinge upon them in important ways. At the na-
tional level, humanitarian and related activity can inhibit the
political process and increase the probability of fresh hostilities.
At the local level, communities previously at war need to be knit
back together into a cohesive whole, a challenging task in con-
temporary conflicts that often target civilian populations. Hu-
manitarian and political actors are faced not merely with a
destitute population but with deeply embittered communities
bearing personal grievances toward those with whom they are
supposed to live. As one group of analysts stated,

Violence and the damage it inflicts sharpen and en-
trench polarities in society. This intensifies insecurity,
hatred, reprisals and revenge, all of which strengthen
the ‘conflict history’ of inter-group relations.30

The focus of this study is on the impact of humanitarian
action in the active conflict and post-conflict stages.31

Conclusion

To answer the questions raised above, the study relies in the
first instance on the data accumulated in previous case studies
of the Humanitarianism and War Project. These are a rich mine
for general comparative lessons about various themes in hu-
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manitarian action, including those relating to the interaction
between humanitarianism and conflict. This study also draws
upon analyses of other significant humanitarian emergencies in
the effort to develop a comprehensive understanding of the topic.
The particular focus is on complex emergencies in the Caucasus,
the former Yugoslavia, Central Africa, and Central America.

In developing general propositions and in identifying insti-
tutional learning in this area, context is very important. Each
humanitarian emergency has its own nature. Methods that work
in one emergency may not be appropriate in another. The effort
uncritically to apply templates derived from previous experience
to different circumstances can be disastrous.

The purpose here is not to develop model practices for
dealing with the relationship between humanitarian action and
conflict, but to identify and analyze recurrent problems and to
discuss how agencies in various environments have sought to
cope with them. The first—analyzing recurrent problems—may
be useful for humanitarian actors seeking to come to grips with
the conflict connection for themselves. The second—how agen-
cies have sought to cope with these problems—may provide raw
material for the effort to develop sensitive approaches to the
impact of humanitarian action on conflict.
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1

CHAPTER 1

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

The links between humanitarian action and conflict are very
old. Nonetheless, discussion of the topic is comparatively recent
and often assumes that there is something new about post-Cold
War conflicts that renders the conflict connection particularly
significant. Since the beginning of modern humanitarian prac-
tice in the 19th century, however, humanitarian actors have been
faced with the fact that their actions might affect the course of
conflict and might influence the outcome. They have struggled
with differing views about whether this connection should be a
matter of legitimate concern and on the appropriateness of
neutrality itself.

Concern over the conflict connection was evident in World
War I, when the Entente powers feared that some assistance
provided by Belgian Relief Commission (BRC) to civilian victims
in Belgium and German-occupied France would be diverted to
the German military. In fact, British approval and funding of the
relief program was conditioned on “stopping the leaks.” The
British were also adamant that the independence of BRC person-
nel and their freedom of movement in the field be maintained,
since otherwise the Germans could exercise control over distri-
bution (see Box 1.1). The BRC’s work in Belgium is a striking
example of maintaining impartiality and neutrality in very
demanding political circumstances and of controlling the im-
pacts of humanitarian action on conflict.1  As was noted in the
companion monograph on the interaction between humanitar-
ian action and politics,2  this success was itself crucial in main-
taining access to vulnerable populations in German-occupied
Belgium.

In the Spanish Civil War, by contrast, there was little pretense
of impartiality and neutrality among the many humanitarian
actors that responded to the conflict. With a few exceptions, such
as ICRC and the Society of Friends [Quakers],3  humanitarian
agencies worked on one side of the conflict or the other. “While
Fascist states supported Franco, the Soviet Union, civil society
and the political Left in Western democracies aided the Repub-
lic.”4   They did so largely in solidarity with one or the other cause,
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Box 1.1: The BRC in German-Occupied France

In 1916, the separation of principal earners from
their families was a key source of privation among
civilian populations in German-occupied areas of north-
ern France. The BRC responded by convincing the French
government to issue war separation payments to civil-
ians (mainly women whose husbands were serving in
the French army) in affected areas behind German lines.
Since there were very few francs in circulation, the BRC
filled the gap by issuing its own currency, allowing
beneficiaries to buy ration coupons. German authorities
took advantage of the situation, imposing reparations
levies on local administrations. Some of the BRC cur-
rency, therefore, passed into their hands. The Germans
used it for the purchase of goods and services, arguably
facilitating their war effort. The BRC reacted by issuing
separate currencies in each of the 1,200 communes in the
occupied zone. Since the money could be used only in the
commune where it was issued, this reduced the useful-
ness of the currency for German authorities, limiting the
impact of the program on the conflict.

realizing that humanitarian assistance improved the chances of
the side they assisted to win the war.5   Diversion of humanitarian
assistance to military purpose was not considered to be a prob-
lem. “Political engagement was not a dilemma, but an impera-
tive.”6

The issue of aid impacts on conflict also affected the ICRC’s
response to humanitarian need in World War II. As noted in the
companion monograph, the British government was receptive to
the idea of an ICRC response to starvation in German-occupied
Greece but was concerned about the possibility that the delivery
of relief might contribute to sustaining Germany’s overall war
effort. Marcel Junod reported that:

Mr. Jordan, the commercial attaché of the British Em-
bassy, was all in favour of relieving the sufferings of
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women and children, but he insisted that men should
not benefit … ‘You really must see that Her Majesty’s
Government can never agree to feed factory workers in
Greece who are working for the enemy.’7

In its inattentiveness to the relationship between the scope
of humanitarian resources delivered and the size of the German
war effort as a whole, this response typifies one of the more
serious problems with recent critiques of emergency assistance
on the grounds that it fuels conflict.  The assistance in question—
even if successfully diverted from intended beneficiaries by the
Germans—amounted to an absurdly small proportion of Ger-
man war output and could not have had any significant effect
on the course of the conflict.

The Cold War

Humanitarian action also had a deep connection to conflict
during the Cold War. Most conflicts during the period involved
proxies or allies of the two superpowers, the Soviet Union and the
United States (U.S.). The superpowers deliberately influenced
humanitarian action to promote the prospects of local allies. In
the case of Vietnam, as in the Spanish Civil War, aid agencies
except for the ICRC congregated on one side of the conflict or the
other. Aid was, in the U.S. case, a conscious tool in its efforts to
win the hearts and minds of the civilian population of South
Vietnam. As the war progressed, aid was delivered increasingly
in strategic hamlets constructed to remove the popular base for
Vietcong guerrilla activities. The clear purpose of assistance was
to affect the outcome of the war in favor of U.S. interests.

Similar manipulation of humanitarian assistance was evi-
dent in Cambodia in the late 1970s and early 1980s. The humani-
tarian emergency in and around Cambodia began with the
Khmer Rouge’s campaign of genocide from 1975 to 1978. The
international community declined to respond to Khmer Rouge
atrocities in the early years because the major powers were
reluctant to sanction intervention in Cambodian affairs, while
the Cambodian authorities denied NGO and intergovernmental
organization (IGO) access to populations they controlled.

Matters evolved abruptly in 1978, when, in response to
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Khmer Rouge provocations along the Vietnamese border, the
Democratic Republic of Vietnam invaded the country and ejected
the Cambodian government. This opened limited space for hu-
manitarian activity within the country. It also added a new
dimension to the humanitarian problem as large numbers of
Cambodians fled toward Thailand, where they settled tempo-
rarily in camps along both sides of the border.

Humanitarian action in Cambodia was inextricably tied to
Cold War politics. The victory of the Vietnamese in Cambodia
was seen as a further example of Soviet “proxy” expansionism;
the United States and its allies resolved to reverse the outcome.
The Cold War context of the conflict affected the complexion of
humanitarian operations. “International relief operations were
one element in a political/military strategy of the non-commu-
nist West to make life difficult for the Vietnamese-installed
authorities in Phnom Penh.”8

From the perspective of the conflict connection, there were
two important problems. In the first place, the Thai government
wished to prevent any Vietnamese advance to the Thai frontier
and therefore it supported the Khmer Rouge as a buffer. Thai
authorities sought, with considerable success, to ensure that the
humanitarian effort sustained their guerrilla allies in the field.
Not surprisingly, they resented aid agency efforts to maintain
neutrality. One officer claimed that the ICRC was like a “horse
operating with humanitarian blinders; they did not take into
consideration the security of the host country.”9   On the other
side, Vietnamese and Cambodian authorities lacked the capacity
to sustain military operations in the field on their own.

Humanitarian assistance greatly enhanced the capacity of
both sides to maintain the campaign. In this highly politicized
situation, control over distribution of relief was crucial. Aid
agencies found it difficult to control the distribution of relief, and
a substantial portion was diverted away from intended benefi-
ciaries and into the hands of the militaries on both sides. The
problem extended beyond food to the misappropriation of medi-
cine and vehicles.

Significant diversion of assistance to military purposes
extended to the health sector. One public health worker noted
that the malaria program funded by the U.S. Agency for Interna-
tional Development (USAID) provided much more anti-malarial
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medicine than could be absorbed by the population of the camps.
The people in the field did so because they knew combatants
would take what they needed, since access to these drugs was
critical for military operations in the jungle. So in order to supply
the victim population, USAID also supplied the combatants who
controlled these populations.10

Matters were made worse by the intermingling of combatant
and non-combatant populations in camps frequently run by the
Khmer Rouge. In this comparatively early example of a problem
characteristic of humanitarian action in the 1990s, it was impos-
sible for aid agencies to distinguish between the two and to limit
their assistance to non-combatants. Efforts to combat leakage by
distributing food packages to women foundered in the face of
opposition from the Thai authorities and resistance of beneficia-
ries themselves to cutting the soldiers out.

The camps became facilities for troops to rest between forays
into Cambodia. Control over food gave the combatants power
over the displaced population. It is hard to escape the conclusion
that humanitarian action contributed greatly to the consolida-
tion of both sides in the conflict, sustaining and increasing their
capacities to persevere. This, in turn, delayed any process of
normalization in the country itself. The principal reason for this
outcome was the lack of commitment to humanitarian principles
on the part of the Vietnamese and Thai governments, and also the
great powers and particularly the United States, which for
political reasons were unwilling to enforce compliance on their
proxies.

The refugee camps in northwestern Pakistan that housed the
many persons uprooted from Afghanistan during the 1979-1987
war displayed similar aid impacts on conflict. United Nations
(UN) and bilateral agencies and NGOs were heavily involved in
assisting the displaced population , which included large num-
bers of mujahedeen fighters. There was no effort to separate
combatants and non-combatants, and as a result aid sustained
the field operations of the mujahedeen.11  Again, given the politics
of the conflict, Western NGOs and, for that matter, intergovern-
mental agencies, were conspicuous for their absence from gov-
ernment-held areas.

In the Central American cases, U.S. government-funded
agencies and/or Christian fundamentalist groups tended for
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Cold War reasons to support opponents of socialist revolution.
Scandinavian aid agencies and mainstream church groups
tilted the other way out of sympathy for the populations and
governments challenging the status quo. Again, in many in-
stances, refugee camps were controlled by parties to the conflicts.
In Honduras, some Salvadoran refugee camps were controlled
by insurgent forces of the Farabundo Marti National Liberation
Front (FMLN). There was little if any international control of
humanitarian assistance within them. The FMLN used the
camps as rest areas for its combatants. United Nations High
Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) officials and bilateral
donors could do little about this since their access to the camps
was largely controlled by those associated with the guerrilla
movement.12

These examples suggest that during the Cold War much
assistance to victims of war directly or indirectly involving the
superpowers violated principles of impartiality and neutrality
and also sustained conflicts. Humanitarian aid was a political
instrument used in pursuit of superpower aims. As one analyst
observed, “Providing humanitarian help has been a convenient
and seemingly ‘apolitical’ way for international actors to sup-
port rebel movements, typically those fighting a Cold War
struggle.”13

A significant conflict connection also was present in cases
that did not involve a Cold War context, like Biafra. The Nigerian
Civil War (1966-1969) was instigated by the effort of the country’s
Eastern Region to secede under the name of Biafra following a
series of military coups in 1966. After early successes by seces-
sionist  forces,  the  federal  government, benefiting  from  substan-
tial transfers of arms from Great Britain and the Soviet Union,
forced Biafran fighters back into a small enclave in the east and
by 1968 had succeeded in cutting the rebels off from the sea.
Several million people trapped in the enclave faced imminent
starvation.

Humanitarian action, managed by an array of NGOs moti-
vated by the classical humanitarian perspective discussed in the
Introduction, played a critical role in sustaining Biafra’s capac-
ity to continue the conflict. Four aspects were of critical signifi-
cance: using humanitarian flights as cover for shipping weap-
ons to the rebel army; diverting relief funds for military purposes;
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diverting relief assistance intended for the most vulnerable
people to the Biafran state and military apparatuses; and using
transitional agricultural assistance to render the enclave self-
sufficient in food production.

Faced with imminent starvation of the population, relief
agencies improved the makeshift airstrip at Uli to significantly
increase the amount of assistance flowing into the region. The
airstrip was also used for the shipment of arms. Relief flights
originated in Fernando Po, Sao Tomé, and Libreville. The Sao
Tomé and Libreville routes were also used for arms shipments.
Biafran authorities insisted that relief flights be scheduled at
night. Since both relief and arms flights used the same flight
corridors, it was difficult for Nigerian fighters to distinguish
between the two.14

The critical role of humanitarian assistance in financing the
war effort was acknowledged retrospectively by Biafran officials.
Funds donated directly to Biafra for humanitarian purposes
were directed to military use. One Biafran official said, “Often
funds would be raised for a specific project and then someone
comes along and donates the project outright—the Canadians
gave a big hospital for example—freeing the funds already
raised.”

Moreover, aid expenditures within Biafra to purchase food
supplies locally, to secure local services, and to pay salaries
constituted a relatively substantial infusion of foreign exchange
that helped equip Biafran forces. The largest infusion of foreign
currency by relief agencies helped pay for food. Foreign currency
had to be exchanged through official channels for local currency.
The foreign exchange could then be used externally for military
purchases.

World Council of Churches (WCC) representatives reported
that in one of the 10 districts in which they were operating, they
were spending $140,000 per month in 1968. Biafran leader
Odumegwu Ojukwu said, “The only source of income available
to Biafra was the hard currency spent by the churches for yams
and gari.” Local expenditures to build housing for the displaced
population and to transport assistance also played a significant
role here. The net effect was that Biafra, which had been close to
collapse in early 1968, had sufficient funds by August to Septem-
ber to sustain its war of attrition against Nigeria.
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Although relief agencies were committed to assisting the
most vulnerable people, the army and the civil service—and their
extended families—were supplied first. As author John Stremlau
said, “The only way for Ojukwu to placate the military and the
civil service as conditions worsened was to allow them direct and
ample access to relief materials.” This was possible because of
poor agency control over distribution, the role of the government’s
Directorate of Food Supply in the distribution of food, and the
involvement of Biafrans sympathetic to the government in the
distribution effort. “Unrestricted access” of government person-
nel to relief supplies ensured the continuation of the military
effort and the functioning of the state structure.

Finally, agencies extended activities from relief to the encour-
agement of self-sufficiency by expanding agricultural produc-
tion and providing seed and agricultural implements to the
population of rebel-held areas. Jointchurchaid, for example, set
up food production committees in every province in the enclave
to create demonstration plots, assess need for seeds, and oversee
distribution of agricultural equipment. The nongovernmental
organization CARITAS shipped 100 tons of maize seeds from
Colombia to assist in the operation, and converted sports grounds
around missions to food production. The particular focus on
cassava—which Ojukwu referred to as Biafra’s “secret
weapon”—sustained the population’s carbohydrate reserves
much longer than was expected.15

The experience in Biafra exemplifies the most painful dilem-
mas faced by humanitarian agencies in dealing with the conflict
connection. Their activities sustained many people who would
have died otherwise. Yet, they also sustained the rebel regime,
provided cover for its arms import program, and prolonged the
war.

The airlift and the broader relief effort … was an act of
unfortunate and profound folly. It prolonged the war by
eighteen months … A great deal of postwar effort went
into refuting the charge that the churches and NGOs
prolonged the war. Because if it is true, they must also
have prolonged the suffering, contributing to the deaths
of 180,000 people or more.16
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The conflict-prolonging effect was clearly understood in
Lagos, where many argued that the most humanitarian policy
would be to go for a “quick kill” by tightening the blockade,
ejecting the aid organizations, and terminating the secession by
military means as quickly as possible.17

In short, although the conflict connection has received new
attention in recent years, the problem itself has been present
throughout the history of humanitarian action. The examples
illustrate at least two ways in which humanitarian action con-
tributed to conflict during the Cold War. First, assistance to one
side or another in a conflict—coupled with the unwillingness or
incapacity to separate combatants and civilians—made it easier
for any belligerent whose civilian supporters benefited from the
assistance to sustain its military activities. Second, belligerents
used humanitarian action as cover for activities that helped them
remain militarily viable.

The examples also indicate that in the Cold War era (and
earlier, if the Spanish Civil War is included) the concept of
impartiality in humanitarian action was far less influential than
it has been in the post-Cold War era. Humanitarian action—far
from being motivated by a desire to do no harm—was an impor-
tant measure motivated to help one side or another win, or at least
to forestall defeat. As evident from Central America and Afghani-
stan, NGOs frequently acted as extensions of the political/
military agendas of the superpowers.

Post-Cold War Challenges

The deliberate use of humanitarian assistance to achieve
victory has been rarer in the post-Cold War era. However, some
Cold War-related conflicts persisted well beyond the Cold War’s
demise, as did the manipulation of relief by belligerents in them.
In Ethiopia, insurgents who were manipulating humanitarian
assistance to support military activity during the Cold War
continued to do so after the Soviet Union and Cuba withdrew
their support for the Ethiopian government in the late 1980s.
Ultimately, the success of the insurgent movements in getting
access to humanitarian resources contributed to the final col-
lapse of the central government.

The Ethiopian example suggests that many of the problems
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in the conflict connection that were apparent during the Cold
War era have persisted. In the 1990s, the impact of aid on conflict
has had to do less with the desire of donor states to take sides than
it has with the character of war. Four aspects of the nature of
current conflict are important here, most of them having been
present in various forms and to varying degrees in pre-1990s
conflict. As described in Politics and Humanitarian Action, the
change from Cold War to post-Cold War conflict is a matter of
degree rather than kind. Since the post-Cold War context is
discussed in detail in other Occasional Papers, the discussion
here is limited to how change in the landscape of humanitarian
action has affected the conflict connection specifically.

In the first place, the superpowers frequently used humani-
tarian assistance as an instrument of the Cold War. In many
instances, this politicization of humanitarian assistance en-
hanced the capacity of their proxies to prosecute conflicts. With
the collapse of the Soviet Union, the end of bipolarity and of the
global struggle between competing truths removed a major politi-
cal impulse to deploy humanitarian assistance as an instrument
of geopolitical struggle. This structural transformation in world
politics created a wider space for impartial and neutral humani-
tarian action. While one might have expected that the connection
between humanitarian action and conflict would have weak-
ened, it did not, for reasons identified below.

Second, changes in state perspectives concerning refugees
have shifted international practice towards toward discourag-
ing cross-border flight and instead servicing the needs of vulner-
able populations within the borders of their state of origin. These
changes have rendered relief agencies increasingly dependent
on belligerents for access, creating significant potential for diver-
sion of relief to military purpose. Victim populations are more
vulnerable when they receive assistance and their exposure
fosters leakage of goods to military forces at the local level.

Such conflict-fueling effects are likely to be exacerbated in
weak or failing states and fragmented societies. Since the logis-
tics exercised by parties to such conflict are often weak and
overextended, forces in the field have an incentive to steal relief,
while those in authority often are too weak to stop them even if
they wanted to. Indeed, as discussed in Politics and Humanitarian
Action, belligerents on occasion move populations to areas where
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supplies are needed for military purposes, replacing their own
logistical chain with that of humanitarian agencies.

Third, post-Cold War conflict has exacerbated the problem
of distinguishing between civilians and combatants. Where
conflict is not between states over territory or resources but
between communities over identity if not even survival, the lines
become blurred. People tend to alternate between civilian and
military tasks. Where war takes place within rather than between
states, violence tends to occur within areas populated by civil-
ians.18 They are in frequent contact with “military” units. Irregu-
lar units in a particular area may be composed of local people. The
difficulty of distinguishing in war between combatant and non-
combatant populations enhances the potential for diversion of
assistance that sustains military forces, escalating and prolong-
ing war.

Much of the above reflects a more general proposition. The
internal quality of war, its embeddedness in the civilian popula-
tion, the difficulties of discriminating between military and
civilian personnel, the breakdown of law and order, and weak
lines of authority and the economic agendas of some combatants
all contribute to the chaotic quality of modern conflict. The chaos
inherent in this environment encourages outsiders to seek pro-
tection as they do their jobs. In this quest for protection, they
frequently become dependent on the parties or on local military
formations. The price is payment for the service. This applies not
only to outsiders; local populations caught up in the violence
also purchase protection. Humanitarian assistance is one way
to pay. In both instances, such payment, in cash or kind, may
increase the capacity of combat and political forces to sustain the
conflict.

Humanitarian organizations may be protected instead by
international forces engaged in peace support operations. How-
ever, reliance on international military forces may jeopardize
neutrality, since these forces are frequently linked to interna-
tional political agendas.

Conclusion

Humanitarian action has frequently been manipulated by
the parties in order to influence processes of conflict. Examples
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include the diversion of relief to military purpose (as in the
refugee camps on the borders of Cold War conflicts), the replace-
ment of social by military spending in government budgets (as
in Biafra), and the use of humanitarian logistics to transfer
military goods (as in Cambodia). It is plausible that these
practices have had important effects in prolonging conflict and
making it more difficult to resolve. Although such phenomena
are not new, several characteristics of recent conflicts appear to
exacerbate the conflict connection. The next chapter examines
the dimensions of this connection in greater detail.
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CHAPTER 2

THE  CONFLICT CONNECTION

The last chapter examined the historical relationship be-
tween humanitarian action and conflict and the impacts of the
post-Cold War evolution of the international system on this
relationship. It is now widely argued that humanitarian action
can exacerbate conflicts by affecting the capacities of belligerents
to persist in violent behavior. The present chapter draws upon
historical and recent empirical examples to lay out the major
dimensions of the connection between humanitarian action and
conflict.

Humanitarian assistance brings additional scarce resources
into societies experiencing social change, where the process of
change itself often involves conflict.1  Local actors seek to influ-
ence the distribution of these resources to strengthen their own
position and to weaken that of their adversaries. “[W]herever
there is a situation of near-anarchy and a large quantity of aid,
it is inevitable that a proportion of that aid will fall into the hands
of belligerents or feed their supporters. As a result they may be
saved from realizing the true cost and pain of the wars to which
they are parties.”2   The activities of humanitarian and develop-
mental actors—while perhaps being sound from the vantage
point of mitigating suffering or meeting basic needs and encour-
aging sustainable growth—may also exacerbate tensions be-
tween communities. Effects may be felt both at the micro level of
local communities and their leaders and at the macro level of
national governments and opposing political formations.

Despite the confident quality of much criticism of humani-
tarian action’s impact on conflict, conclusions regarding the
impact must be tentative.3   It cannot be known with certainty
what the course of a conflict in which humanitarian actors have
been involved would have been in their absence. Consequently,
the analysis is not one of strict cause and effect but instead lies
in the realm of plausibility and informed argument.

Moreover, it is possible that humanitarian action that pro-
longs war could have redeeming features. As Adam Roberts has
pointed out, a victim of aggression might be assisted in sustain-
ing its resistance where the alternative is a sudden collapse of
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a party to a civil war followed by disastrous humanitarian
consequences.

Provision of humanitarian assistance to Abkhazia (Geor-
gia) probably enhanced that society’s capacity to survive in the
face of a blockade. Assistance perhaps prolonged the conflict
between the Abkhaz insurgents and the government of Georgia.
Yet the sudden collapse of the Abkhaz military position and
consequent haphazard return of Georgians to the homes from
which they were driven might have resulted in a bloodbath.
Indeed, “decisive military victory by one side in an identity civil
war … increases the likelihood of genocide.”4  Protracting
conflicts because of humanitarian action might not be such a bad
thing. Doing no harm relies on a capacity to identify the harm
being done. That is not an easy task.

The impacts of humanitarian action on conflict may occur
during the phase of active hostilities or after violent conflict has
been concluded by victory, a cease-fire, or a broader political
compromise. Moreover, these phases of conflict may overlap.
One region of a country may be in active conflict, while in another
the conflict may be over. Thus, the phases are not rigorously
separated out in the thematic account of the conflict connection
that follows.

This chapter examines the extent to which humanitarian
assistance and protection feed the conflicts to which they re-
spond.

Humanitarian Assistance and
the Political Economy of War

The core of the logic of aid fueling conflict concerns the effect
of humanitarian action on the political economy of war, a topic
that has been examined closely in recent years by analysts and
pondered by practitioners. There is a tendency to assume that
going to war constitutes a suspension or abandonment of
rational economic behavior. But although wars damage or
destroy economies, they also create them.5

War may serve concrete economic functions for particular
groups.6 Transport contractors benefit substantially from the
business created by humanitarian agencies. Criminal groups
take advantage of the lack of state control to produce and
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transship illicit goods like narcotics. Parties to the conflict may
become dependent on revenue from these activities (examples
are the Taliban and various guerrilla armies in the Andean
region of South America). Transnational corporations may find
it attractive to deal with insurgent groups for the export of valued
goods (e.g., timber and gems) without state interference, as in
Liberia, Cambodia, and Angola.7

The interests of those involved in such activities lie in
sustaining rather than resolving the conflict, while belligerents
who benefit from these activities use the revenue to sustain
themselves in the field. Likewise, security contractors and mer-
cenaries benefit directly since conflict creates a need for their
services. In short, the emerging economy of civil war itself may
constitute a significant obstacle to peace.

Humanitarian action plays a part in this story. As a back-
ground document for the ICRC Second Wolfsberg Humanitar-
ian Forum in June 1998 stated, “Humanitarian aid sometimes
becomes a substantial part of the [gross national product] and
serves vested interests, creating a reluctance in those countries
to address and resolve the humanitarian problem in the first
place.”8  In resource-poor environments, those involved in the
political economy of civil war have an incentive to sustain the
flow of assistance and to sabotage any normalization of the
political/military situation that might cause the resources to dry
up.

Key aspects of the impact of humanitarian assistance on
conflict are the diversion of assistance to military purposes, the
freeing up of local resources for military use, and the purchase
of protection services from belligerents.

Diversion

International humanitarian action injects large quantities
of scarce resources into recipient societies. Many of these trans-
fers are fungible; although intended for civilians, they often find
their way into military hands. Access to them may enhance the
capacity of parties to the conflict to stay in the field. Diversion
may involve the looting and taxing of distributed supplies,
including large-scale theft of humanitarian supplies in strategic
locations where normal logistics of the parties to the conflict are
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Box 2.1: Theft of Humanitarian Supplies in Angola

In 1994, the Angolan government severely restricted and
ultimately forbade humanitarian flights to Huambo, a
city controlled by União para la Independencia Total de
Angola (UNITA). This led to a serious deterioration of
the humanitarian situation in a city besieged by govern-
ment forces and swollen by people displaced from rural
areas. The prohibition lasted a month. Then the govern-
ment suddenly removed restrictions on the flow of assis-
tance. Humanitarian actors scrambled to resupply the
suffering city. Within a week, warehouses were fully
restocked. Government forces attacked, taking the city,
and systematically looted the warehouses in the assault.
In effect, the humanitarian response resupplied a mili-
tary force, replacing the logistical chain of the Angolan
army.9

difficult (see Box 2.1).
The southern Sudan also provides a number of useful ex-

amples.10    Commenting on the effect of food aid in 1992-1993 in
Upper Nile areas controlled by the Sudanese People’s Libera-
tion Movement (SPLA)-Nasir, African Rights Watch stated that
“relief operations tended to back the fighters, whether by in-
creasing the level of contribution that could be raised from the
local population, or through direct diversion by some military
authorities in centres where there were very big distributions.”

When this faction sought to move a portion of its military
forces, it convinced the UN’s Operation Lifeline Sudan (OLS) to
open a new feeding center at Yuai. The location was a good one
for protecting areas under SPLA-Nasir control farther north,
and for serving as a staging area for offensive action. The
insurgents moved 15,000 people to establish need. A consider-
able portion of the faction’s military forces went along. Yuai
served as the launching point for a southward advance in early
1993. As these forces moved southward, the faction requested
that new feeding centers be established, presumably to maintain
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the troops as their logistics line stretched farther south. This, in
turn, provoked heavy attacks by government forces on the
feeding centers, with substantial civilian loss of life.11

Operatives of the SPLA-Mainstream allegedly stole food
intended for displaced persons and refugees in Gambela and
Torit and exchanged it for tires and food. In the vicinity of the
SPLA headquarters, one out of three sacks of grain in 1993 was
reportedly taken by the insurgents’ relief arm, the Sudan Relief
and Rehabilitation Association (SRRA) while “nearly all” the
cooking oil was taken and sold in Uganda.12 The problem,
however, was not peculiar to Sudan. A former Somali govern-
ment official put the issue well in the context of Somalia:

If 10,000 tons of food arrives it will be sold on the black
market and the proceeds used to buy arms. It becomes an
arms race. It means war. If food comes, we lose our ability
to control the peace and the stability of the region.13

Estimates of the number of people in need often are inflated
to generate maximum aid. In late 1992, the SRRA claimed there
were 256,900 displaced persons in camps in and around south-
ern Sudan. A more or less impartial head count by international
relief officials corrected the figure to 86,000. In 1994 in camps for
Rwandan refugees in Zaire, leaders spent months resisting
efforts by UNHCR to do a census that would eliminate double
counting. An official of Médecins sans Frontières reported that
for seven months in Goma and Bukavu, “all aid, food and non-
food, was based on data obtained from the leaders in the camps.”14

Diversion may involve more than the misappropriation of
supplies or the distortion of statistics on need. Aid agencies have
been forced on occasion to “loan” their logistical capabilities to
resupply armed elements. In 1996 in northern Uganda, “Oxfam
staff and vehicles were targeted and held at gunpoint by West
Nile Bank Front rebels who forced them to help with arms
transports.”15     Theft of agency vehicles and equipment in Liberia
reached such a level that aid agencies suspended operations.

Another variant of diversion is taxation of relief supplies. In
the southern Sudan, combatants of SPLA splinter factions sys-
tematically taxed delivery to vulnerable populations, going house-
to-house to commandeer humanitarian supplies. In the Great
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Lakes region, taxation extended to the salaries of locally engaged
relief workers. In the refugee camps of Goma and Bukavu,

MSF alone had appointed about 2,600 local Rwandan
workers, each of them being paid around $100 per
month. Informal reports were received that these work-
ers had to pay a war tax of about 30 percent to the leaders,
creating a monthly potential war bonus of $85,000 (sic)
and this was only from MSF workers.16

A report  by the Organization for the Economic  Cooperation and
Development (OECD) stated, “The humanitarian
imperative was manipulated by the genocidal forces in de facto
control of the camps located in Zaire. As a result, the camps
unintentionally created an enormous potential as a source of
future conflict and an incentive to continued violence in the
region.”17  In this instance, the link between humanitarian assis-
tance and the broadening of the conflict is quite plausible. As
Hutu military and paramilitary forces recovered strength, in part
as a result of humanitarian assistance to the camps, they began
to stage raids back into Rwanda. The Rwandan government
responded by sponsoring Laurent Kabila’s assault on the camps
at the end of 1996 that ultimately produced the overthrow of
Zairian President Mobutu Sese Seko and the Congolese civil war.

Although there is substantial reason to accept the proposi-
tion that diversion of assistance fuels conflict, there are many
plausible counter-arguments. Diversion may expand food sup-
plies in local markets, which in turn may “reduce levels of
violence by bringing down food prices.”18   That is, although the
channel of delivery may be unconventional, the result may be
positive from the perspective of social stability and levels of
conflict.

More basically, while the presence of humanitarian assis-
tance may enhance the capacity of belligerents to sustain war, the
absence of relief (or more effective efforts to reduce leakage) would
not necessarily reduce conflict or bring people to the negotiating
table. As a senior USAID official said about conflict in southern
Sudan, “They would fight anyway. Feeding them doesn’t make
much difference. Eritrea went for 30 years with no assistance, but
they kept on fighting.”19
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Similar questions arise from the case of eastern Zaire in
1994-1996, the paradigm case for the hypothesis that relief fu

els conflict. The ratio of relief to regional product was very
high, with substantial evidence that diversion strengthened the
capability of the military and paramilitary formations that
controlled the camps. Yet it is not immediately obvious that the
denial or removal of assistance would have produced a less
violent situation.

These formations withdrew from Rwanda in reasonably
good order. If the populations with which they were inter-
mingled had not received assistance, Hutu military units would
have been driven to find other means to sustain themselves.
Without external resources, they presumably would have turned
to the surrounding population. Their potential to “live off the
land” and to exploit natural resources to sustain their military
capability is evident in the course of the Democratic Republic of
Congo’s current civil war, which began in 1998. Although the
phenomenon of diversion was evident and its effects in sustain-
ing Hutu fighters were considerable, the effectiveness of deny-
ing relief in the interest of curbing conflict is open to question.

The consequences for vulnerable populations of denying
needed assistance might also have been considerable not only for
the refugees but for surrounding populations of Zairois (now
Congolese), who would likely have been targeted even more by
Hutu military actors. In short, it is unclear whether more harm
was done by feeding the warriors and financing their recovery
than would have been done by refusing to do so. The “paradigm
case” for aid fueling conflict may thus also be an illustration of
the difficulty of drawing conclusions about the impact of relief
diversion on conflicts.

Substitution

Closely related to the problem of diversion is that of substi-
tution: the tendency for belligerents to take advantage of humani-
tarian assistance to shift resources toward military activities.
When outside actors take on the welfare burdens of sustaining
large numbers of people affected by war, they ease the authorities’
responsibility for human welfare (e.g., health, income support,
sustenance).20   In this sense too, humanitarian action plausibly
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fuels conflict. This effect was evident in Biafra, where relief
activities generated large amounts of foreign exchange that could
be used to finance the war effort.

More recently, the Humanitarianism and War Project’s study
of the Nagorno-Karabakh conflict noted that official assistance
to the government of Armenia exceeded the total state budget for
much of the period of conflict. As a result, the authorities found
it easier to focus their spending on defense and on sustaining the
insurgent government in the Armenian enclave of Nagorno-
Karabakh within Azerbaijan.21

When one U.S. official was asked whether there was evi-
dence of a substitution effect, he said the level of U.S. aid was too
close to Armenian military expenditure for the relationship to be
coincidental. He suggested that the former underwrote the latter,
not only as a result of fungibility but through direct transfer. This
subsidy may have facilitated the continuation of the war and
reduced incentives for a negotiated outcome. As one U.S. aid
official interviewed for the Karabakh study said, “Dispropor-
tionate and politicized U.S. assistance to Armenia ‘plays into the
resistance of Armenia to compromise.’” A similar point was
made by a UN official who took the view that the “imbalance of
assistance from the United States has steeled the intransigence
of the Armenians.”22

In other instances, substitution effects were more indirect, as
in the manipulation of exchange rates. To purchase labor, ser-
vices, or food, aid agencies exchange hard currency for the local
currency. The rates of exchange are determined by the parties to
a conflict, either because the currencies are not convertible or
because markets for them are extremely thin. The temptation is to
set the rate of exchange at an artificially high rate. The difference
between the official rate at which foreign currency is exchanged
and the “real” rate constitutes a net transfer of resources from the
aid community to the authorities. As was seen in Biafra, this
transfer was used to finance the war effort. A similar practice was
evident in areas under the control of Tigrayan insurgents in
Ethiopia in the 1980s.23

However, it is worth examining the logic of the substitution
argument in greater detail. The proposition is that since the
availability of external resources enhances the intransigence of
the parties, reducing or insulating assistance might have the
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opposite effect. However, this conclusion does not necessarily
follow. The significance of substitution depends on whether
resources other than aid funds are available. In Nagorno-
Karabakh, given the general economic collapse, the lack of easily
transportable and saleable resources, and the closure of trade
routes, the ratio of assistance to total product was quite high.

In many of the decade’s complex emergencies, by contrast,
there are many alternatives for funding military operations. The
cases of Liberia, Angola, Sierra Leone and—at various stages—
Cambodia and Afghanistan are illustrative. In the first three
instances, the ability of insurgent groups to market natural
resources, whether renewable (timber) or non-renewable (dia-
monds and petroleum) played a far more important role in
paying for their activities than did the manipulation of humani-
tarian assistance. One aid worker, speaking of the Angolan
insurgent group, said, “It is ridiculous to emphasize the role of
humanitarian action in sustaining UNITA’s capacity to make
war, when the movement was earning around $600 million a
year from the production and smuggling of diamonds.”24 In
Cambodia and Afghanistan, drug trafficking by insurgents also
played a significant role.

Beyond the question of orders of magnitude, the credibility
of the substitution argument depends on whether the authorities
really care about the population’s well-being. To the extent that
authorities are meaningfully representative, they are likely to be
sensitive to the political consequences of unaffordable military
spending. However, most of the conflicts of the 1990s were
mounted by authorities that were not ostensibly motivated by the
broader public interest. Nor were they particularly attentive to
public opinion. In most of the cases discussed in this study, viable
opposition movements that might take advantage of popular
unrest deriving from privation did not exist. Where organized
opposition did exist within an ethnic community involved in
civil war, their support of the conflict would mean that they
would not take advantage of the privation in order to undermine
the leadership.

The credibility of the substitution hypothesis also depends
on the nature and strength of the links between the authorities’
agendas and the preferences of the populace. If people believe
that their survival is at stake, they are likely to bear the privation
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associated with expenditure on defense. During the height of the
war in Nagorno-Karabakh, a serious humanitarian crisis within
the enclave did not produce any fundamental questioning of the
defense effort. The popular perception was that if the defense
failed, their community would be wiped out. In Armenia itself,
the opposition to President Ter-Petrosyan (e.g., the
Dashnaksutiun) was as committed to the cause of Karabakh as
he was. It is unlikely that it would have seized any opportunity
resulting from aid reduction to call for compromise. In short,
while “excessively generous” assistance may encourage intran-
sigence by warring parties, it is not obvious that lower levels of
assistance would produce movement toward political settle-
ment. Indeed, by increasing the general level of desperation in a
society, reduced aid might have the opposite effect. The reduction
of assistance may also drive young men to join military groups,
because food is more likely to be available there.

Concern over substitution effects is not limited to times of
active conflict. When humanitarian actors provision vulnerable
people after the conflict has ended, governments are relieved of
responsibility to normalize the situations of affected populations
and may delay assuming their broader social safety net respon-
sibilities.

Again, the Caucasus provides eloquent examples. The will-
ingness of humanitarian agencies and donors to supply the
needs of vulnerable internally displaced populations in
Azerbaijan has greatly reduced pressure on the Azerbaijani
authorities to take responsibility for this group, which consti-
tutes about 15 percent of the country’s population. Public funds
freed up in this fashion may be used to rebuild Azerbaijan’s
armed forces in order to implement the frequently uttered threat
that if the political process does not produce an acceptable
settlement, the country will retake Nagorno-Karabakh.

Moreover, external support of these populations reduces
pressure on the government to consider compromises that might
allow internally displaced persons (IDPs) to return to their
homes. In these respects, the substitution effect may be operating
to favor the renewal of the conflict. Nonetheless, it remains an
open question whether, in the event of dramatic reduction in
post-conflict international assistance to the IDP population, the
government of Azerbaijan would address consequent resource
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shortfalls and modify its negotiating stance accordingly. Once
again, external assistance is one of a number of factors involved
in the conflict dynamic but not necessarily the controlling one.

Local Protection for Relief Personnel

The third area for comment concerns the use of local military
or paramilitary personnel to protect humanitarian workers and
relief supplies. These personnel are often supplied by parties to
the conflict or by other armed groups. They could use payments
from aid groups to sustain belligerents in the field. Mary Ander-
son makes the further important point that hiring fighters sends
an implicit ethical message legitimizing violence and perpetuat-
ing the culture of violence in civil wars.25

The challenge here is to determine whether payment for
protection is high enough to meaningfully enhance the capacity
of the parties to sustain or expand the conflict. Perhaps the most
convincing case in this regard is Somalia, where the level of
dependence on external assistance and the dearth of alternative
sources of funds made such payments for protection particularly
useful. However, most cases do not display this level of aid
dependence, and the argument that payment for protection
significantly fuels conflict is not generally encountered or sus-
tainable beyond Somalia.

Summary

In most instances (Somalia and southern Sudan being promi-
nent exceptions), humanitarian action tends to be only one part
of a broader economy of war, and rarely the most significant part.
There is a danger, consequently, in exaggerating the effect that
humanitarian activities have in strengthening economic inter-
ests that might favor the continuation of conflict and impede
progress toward political settlement. Moreover, it is difficult to
sustain the argument that belligerents’ access to humanitarian
assistance plays a determining role in fueling conflict.

Dilemmas of Proportionality

In addition to its economic effects on belligerents and their
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societies, humanitarian action may have indirect impacts on
relations between communities in conflict. One issue where this
arises is disproportionality in delivery.26 Past studies by the
Humanitarianism and War Project have identified a structural
tendency toward disproportionality in civil wars. One element
of this problem concerns insurgent areas controlled by groups
opposing the government.27 The underserving of such areas and
their populations may have significant implications for the
course of conflict.

First, disproportionality may affect the outcome of conflict,
deliberately or inadvertently. In the civil war in Mozambique,
difficulties encountered by international agencies in aiding
people in areas controlled by insurgent Resistência Nacional
Moçambicana (RENAMO) forces led to the concentration of
assistance in government-held zones. This attracted people from
insurgent-held areas and legitimized the role of the government
in the eyes of affected groups.

The Nagorno-Karabakh case suggests that failure to provide
proportional assistance to insurgent areas may encourage a
belief by the insurgents that they can rely only on themselves. By
reducing international leverage, this may foster intransigence
and impede political settlement. Moreover, where international
organizations are attempting to mediate a settlement, the failure
to engage humanitarian needs in insurgent areas in a propor-
tional fashion encourages the belief by the party in question that
international actors are biased in favor of state authorities.28   In
Liberia,

At no time was an autonomous United Nations opera-
tion openly contemplated for rebel-held areas, a short-
coming with serious humanitarian and political conse-
quences. It left many civilians outside the ECOMOG
[Economic Community of West African States Monitor-
ing Group] security zone bereft of UN assistance and
confirmed the suspicions of the NPFL [National Patri-
otic Front of Liberia] that UN humanitarian organiza-
tions, like their UN political counterparts, had an anti-
insurgent bias.29

Similar effects were reported in Rwanda, where perceptions
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of aid imbalances favoring the refugee camps in Zaire contrib-
uted to deteriorating relations between the Rwandan govern-
ment and international agencies. The resentment is evident in
remarks of General (and later President) Paul Kagamé:

You see, the experience of Rwanda since 1994 has left me
with no faith in these international organizations. Very
little faith. In fact, I think we should start accusing these
people who actually supported the camps, spent a
million dollars a day in these camps, gave support to
these groups to rebuild themselves into a force, milita-
rized refugees.30

As one group of analysts stated, “[the refugee camps] repre-
sented for the Rwandan government not only a major affront but
also a major security threat.”31    A recent analysis of the impact
of aid on conflict in Sri Lanka notes a similar perception of
disproportionality and non-neutrality among the Sinhalese
population of the island and advocates an island-wide ap-
proach to assistance.32

Disproportionality in delivery affects the perceptions of the
parties and may exacerbate violence. In Sudan, perceptions of
disproportional assistance to particular groups have provoked
other groups into raiding activity directed at the beneficiaries. In
Somalia, aid imbalances fueled interfaction fighting in
Mogadishu. Practitioners also expressed concern that the con-
centration of their activities in stable areas might provoke others
to attack these areas. One diplomat said, “We don’t want to tip
regional balances by overconcentrating in stable areas,” and
added, “Will that be potentially destabilizing and create a tar-
get?”33

Here too, however, the argument can be taken too far. With
regard to the effects of disproportionality on perceptions of
neutrality, it is worth noting that there is no necessary connection
between neutrality and effectiveness in mediation:

If the acceptance of mediation is based on a cost-benefit
calculation, then the assumption that mediators must be
perceived as impartial needs to be revised. The mediator’s
impartiality is not as important to the adversaries’ decision
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to accept mediation as is their consideration of the conse-
quences of accepting or rejecting mediation.34

Although lack of trust associated with perceptions of bias
may well influence the cost-benefit calculus, it is unlikely to be a
determining factor in the decision. In Nagorno-Karabakh, local
authorities resist compromise not because they perceive the
Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) to
be less than impartial, but because they perceive no compelling
reason to compromise. Any compromise would involve surren-
der of gains made during the war, and the benefits of doing so
have never been made clear to them.

Ironically, proportionality may also fuel conflict. “Seem-
ingly impartial interventions can contribute … to aggravating
tensions.”35  The principle of impartiality dictates that humani-
tarian aid should be delivered in proportion to the need of
vulnerable groups. However, the targeting of specific categories
of vulnerability while ignoring the rest of the population (often
in dire straits) can create tension between recipient and non-
recipient populations, as has occurred in Georgia, Azerbaijan,
Kenya, and Ethiopia. A recent study put the problem well:

Aside from their regional political impacts, large-scale
refugee movements have a major social and economic
impact on host countries ... [Refugees’] presence inevita-
bly places a heavy burden on local authorities, forcing
host country authorities to divert energies and resources
from their own development effort … When refugees are
from the same cultural and linguistic group as the host
population, there is often widespread sympathy for
their situation. Where such bonds are weak, friction and
resentment more easily arise. A common source of dis-
content among the local populace, particularly the poor,
arises when refugees receive attention and services not
available to the local host community.36

Targeting vulnerable groups with assistance may make
them targets of violence. An MSF official recalled in this context
in 1996 in which:
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MSF was confronted with displaced Liberians, who,
although they were starving, begged the organization
not to give them food as this would instantly make them
a target for warring parties. In the same vein, MSF
decided not to go looking for the refugees in the forests
between Kisangani and M’Bandaka [in Zaire in 1997]
because it could not give them any protection once they
left the forest.37

Where vulnerability correlates with ethnic difference, adher-
ence to proportionality may aggravate ethnic conflict. Solving
this dilemma may require departures from strict vulnerability
criteria in the distribution of assistance, as detailed in Chapter
4.38

Conflict-related dilemmas of proportionality are also present
once active hostilities have ended and belligerents attempt to
stitch together a settlement. The problem is most clear in the
return of the displaced. In many post-conflict contexts, transi-
tional assistance rightly focuses returning of displaced persons
to their homes or other settlements. This may satisfy the principle
of proportionality in assistance. However, if returnees are seen
as privileged compared to the people who never fled, this may
foster resentment, impeding reintegration and carrying some
potential for the renewal of micro-level conflict. This effect may
be particularly strong where issues of compensation are present.
In Rwanda compensation for survivors of the genocide pro-
ceeded very slowly in contrast to assistance to returnees, leaving
many survivors “very bitter that, in their words, vastly more has
been spent to feed and house the perpetrators of the genocide in
prison than on restitution.”39

Similar points may be made about larger issues of
infrastructural rehabilitation. Imbalances in this type of assis-
tance may create an apprehension of bias that complicates
conflict resolution. In Georgia, the concentration of post-conflict
infrastructural investment by international agencies on areas
under government control has arguably undermined the confi-
dence of the Abkhaz in the international mediation of a peace
settlement. Inequality in the allocation of development and
infrastructural assistance in conditions of “frozen conflict” may
also affect the ultimate outcome by changing the balance of power
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between parties to the conflict. By making the beneficiary rela-
tively stronger, aid may render a return to military options more
feasible.

Protection

Many of the above potential impacts of relief assistance on
conflict are closely linked to the issue of protection of aid recipi-
ents. Protection of the rights of victims is one area in which the
performance of humanitarian actors (and, for that matter, the
international community as a whole) is generally judged defi-
cient.40   In assessing the failure of protection, analysts emphasize
the effects of massive human rights violations on vulnerable
communities. However, the topic also pertains to the impact of
humanitarian action on processes of conflict. The dilemmas of
proportionality are exacerbated by a lack of protection. To the
extent that aid benefits one group more than others and encour-
ages resentment among those who perceive themselves to be
shortchanged, the beneficiaries become more vulnerable and
require protection.

Similarly, diversion itself may be directly related to the
presence (or absence) of effective protection. The key to limiting
the impact of the international response to the Rwanda displace-
ment lay not so much in the area of humanitarian assistance, but
in the international will to address the problem posed by the
existence within the refugee population of large and organized
armed groups. As the president of the ICRC stated,

The humanitarian agencies know from experience in the
Great Lakes region of Africa how crucial it is to disarm
all those bearing weapons in refugee camps. They know
how difficult it can be to separate civilians from combat-
ants, but making this distinction is essential in creating
the proper conditions for protection and humanitarian
assistance. Only firm and prompt action can safeguard
the civilian and humanitarian nature of such camps. In
this difficult but crucial endeavor, what is needed first
and foremost is political action, that is, a police- or
military-type operation.41
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Some  donors—the United States was one—recognized the
problems arising from intermingling combatants and non-com-
batants in refugee camps near the Rwandan border and pushed
for closure of the camps. But when a strategy was proposed for
the exclusion of combatants and génocidaires from the camps, 59
out of 60 states (including permanent members of the UN Security
Council) “refused to participate in the creation of a military force
capable of addressing the armed presence in the refugee camps.”42

It is ironic that the blame for fueling conflict has been so effectively
shifted to humanitarian agencies active in the camps when the
solutions lay so far beyond them.

In a broader sense, successful resolution of conflict at a
societal level rests on the restoration of trust between communi-
ties alienated by war. This alienation is likely to be particularly
serious where ethnicity or other group identities define the
conflict. Failures of protection and violations of individual and
group rights deepen the fissure between communities and make
the restoration of trust more difficult. More practically, in the
absence of effective mechanisms for protection, groups will take
protection measures into their own hands, often with help from
like-minded belligerents. This effort, in turn, strengthens the
fears of their adversaries.

The converse also appears to hold. Effective protection re-
duces the perception of threat by communities involved in civil
conflict. Monitoring of judicial procedures may enhance the
willingness of communities to see their grievances adjudicated
within legal institutions rather than being fought out in the street
or the forest. Effective human rights monitoring may reduce the
temptation of parties to conflict to settle scores directly.

Protection is also critical to post-conflict stabilization. Where
displaced persons are returning to areas previously controlled
and populated by adversaries, both the returning populations
(as in many areas of Bosnia) and non-displaced populations (as
in Kosovo) may face intimidation and harassment. Intergroup
tension may be exacerbated by resource issues and contested
property rights. In situations of forced displacement, abandoned
property (land and housing) is often occupied and used by
members of the victorious party’s community. The right of return-
ees to reclaim their property is taken for granted by outsiders, but
it leads to displacement of the current occupiers. In conditions of
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deep resentments between communities this has potential to
spark spontaneous renewal of conflict. The tensions provide
people whose interests may be threatened by normalization with
the opportunity to undermine these processes.

The experience of post-Dayton Bosnia in 1995 and 1996, in
which North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) forces saw
their role as one of deterrence and the UN International Police
Task Force (IPTF) was understaffed, suggests that unless credible
guarantees of protection are provided, return will be slow and
subject to reversal. Likewise, the abortive effort to return ethnic
Georgians to Abkhazia in the context of the 1994 agreement on
repatriation foundered partly because of the unwillingness of
Georgians to return to areas where policing would be handled by
Abkhaz authorities. Violence that occurs because of deficient
protection often slows return even further. As a result, the process
of normalization is delayed and divisions within society are not
healed. New incidents create new grievances, enhancing the
possibility of renewal of conflict.

Conclusion

The conflict connection poses uncomfortable dilemmas for
humanitarians. They recognize an ethical obligation to help
those in need, yet the possibility that their work prolongs conflict
raises the prospect that they may produce still greater suffering.
In all of the ways discussed above, humanitarian action may
have the effect of fueling conflict. Yet that effect seems generally
to be at the margins. The recent historical record suggests that
humanitarian action may be an exacerbating factor, but it is
rarely the fundamental cause of prolongation of war. The course
of conflict has far more to do with the objectives and calculations
of cost and benefit by the parties. In most instances, the humani-
tarian factor has only a marginal effect on the calculations of the
parties with regard to fighting or settling. The modalities of
ending civil wars are extremely complex, as are the motivations
of the parties. Conflicts are prolonged for many reasons other
than the desire to continue delivery of humanitarian assistance.

[C]ivil wars by their very nature involve a relatively
small space for compromise among the belligerent par-
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ties. In some cases belligerents may go to war over the
territorial configuration of the state … In other instances,
the structure of government may be at stake … In either
case, the belligerent parties have little common ground
on which to build a stable peace; the total victory of one
side necessarily represents the total defeat of the other,
and a search by either side for compromise solutions can
result in a charge of treason.43

These conclusions have important implications for humani-
tarian action. The more severe critiques of humanitarian action
for its impact on conflict seem overstated. The case for fundamen-
tally reorienting humanitarian activities because of concerns
about their impact on conflict is weak.

Since humanitarian action can cause significant harm, how-
ever, it makes sense to consider how humanitarian aid might be
designed in a more self-conscious way to limit its damage.44

Moreover, it is simple common sense for agencies to seek to ensure
that their goods are used for the purpose intended—to help
victims of war. More strongly, conflict resolution must be a
concern of humanitarians, even if it is not their focus, since it is
the persistence of conflict that sustains humanitarian need.
Political and economic normalization, in contrast, may remove
the causes of humanitarian crisis. With these considerations in
mind, Chapter 4 discusses recent efforts to cope with various
elements of the conflict connection.
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CHAPTER  3

MINIMIZING THE  CONFLICT  CONNECTION

The previous chapter discouraged excessive generalization
about the connection between humanitarian action and conflict.
The influence of that link was found to vary significantly, par-
ticularly when alternative resources were available to belligerents.
The connection appeared to be considerably stronger where
humanitarian relief constituted a substantial increment to avail-
able resources. It varied with the intensity of commitment of the
parties to the conflict and the strength of the constraints on
belligerents, whether political (e.g., opposition movements) or
social (e.g., how extensively people associated their interests
with the goals of political/military leaders in pursuing conflict).

The strength of the connection also varied with the extent to
which the international community was willing to supplement
humanitarian responses with political/military reinforcement,
including such undertakings as peacekeeping and peace en-
forcement. The chapter concluded that, although the actual
impact of humanitarian action on conflict was difficult to iden-
tify since nobody can know what would have happened in its
absence, there is reason to attempt to design humanitarian action
so as to reduce its influence in fueling conflict.

This chapter discusses the experience of designing such
mechanisms, addressing various modalities of mitigating the
negative impact of humanitarian and transitional assistance on
conflict. Experience concerning the impact of humanitarian and
transitional assistance during and after conflict serves as a basis
for learning and change of practice.

The Political Economy of War Revisited

What means are available to humanitarian agencies trying
to mitigate their contribution to the political economy of war?
Several strategies could be used to control diversion. Some
involve adjusting the nature and method of distributing re-
sources. Others would require supplementing humanitarian
assistance with more robust political/military interventions
and using aid conditionalities on assistance to affect incentives
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for belligerents.
The capacity of belligerents to divert resources is related to

the way in which agencies use local actors for distribution. When
the agencies use the belligerents’ administrative structures as a
basis for distribution, they may increase the likelihood of diver-
sion. Decentralizing the administration of relief towards the
grassroots and away from central authorities may reduce diver-
sion, although it will not necessarily eliminate it. One analyst
argues that the counterproductive incentives created by humani-
tarian actors in Sierra Leone might have been reduced had they
redirected their efforts from the government and warlords to local
civil defense groups that emerged as people sought to avoid both
government and rebel forces.1   On the other hand,  delivery to local
groups may simply make them targets for military and paramili-
tary groups who want the commodities.

The choice of relief commodities may also have implications
for the strength of the conflict connection. Diversion can be
reduced by altering the product mix. Some agencies in Somalia
found that when sorghum (a less attractive staple) was substi-
tuted for rice, the level of theft was diminished. Processing
methods also can reduce diversion. The Red Cross successfully
limited the theft of rice in Somalia by wetting the rice. This meant
that it would spoil quickly and could not be stored or shipped
effectively. Distribution of cooked food was another useful safe-
guard. In Bosnia, the rumor that biscuits intended for pregnant
and lactating women would encourage the growth of breasts on
men discouraged expropriation.

The capacity of belligerents to divert resources intended for
civilians can be blocked by monitoring strategies. In southern
Sudan rates of diversion depended on whether international
agencies remained in place to monitor the distribution of relief
shipments. Food in bulk could be transported and controlled
quite easily by belligerents. When food was broken down into
individual packages and distributed to individual recipients
with monitors present, belligerents had to expend considerable
effort to reconsolidate it.2        Yet, intensive monitoring is costly and
may slow distribution, given the limited personnel available and
the remote locations where food often must be distributed. It may
also not be agreed to by the belligerents.

Diversion involves not only the abuse of relief but also the
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misappropriation of agency funds. The activities of the agencies
often require considerable amounts of scarce foreign currency.
The presence and movement of cash makes it a target for theft,
particularly when being it is being delivered to the field. Leakage
from theft can be reduced by varying delivery schedules and
routines and limiting access to information on movements of
funds. An agency in Cambodia met currency shipments to offices
outside the capital at the airplane with a fleet of unarmed
vehicles. The cash was divided and they departed immediately
to the agency office using different routes. “If any was robbed, the
loss was not great. Neither was it really worthwhile because the
thieves’ return would be low for the effort of any single robbery.”3

Diversion may also be reduced through more precise target-
ing strategies. In principle, leakage may be limited by targeting
women and children in delivery programs. The experience of
distribution in the camps on the Thai-Cambodian border, how-
ever, suggests that the effectiveness of this approach is likely to
be limited when the beneficiaries are mixed in communities with
combatants. It may be unreasonable to suggest that, in family
situations, relief will not be shared with the head of household.
Moreover, relief commodities may simply be taken from those
who receive them. Political/military forces controlling displaced
populations may also resist programming along these lines.

The problem of interference in distribution underlines the
fundamental importance of protection of victims as a means of
mitigating the conflict connection. As seen in the previous chap-
ter, where beneficiaries have no effective defense against
belligerents, limiting diversion will be difficult. Aside from ef-
forts to assure the physical security of victims, protection may
require the separation of combatants from non-combatants. This
is frequently difficult. The flow to combatants of resources in-
tended for relief depends on combatants’ access to civilian
victims. Separation would deny or complicate this access to
victims. The difficulties inherent in separation suggest that
military capability and robust rules of engagement may be
necessary. Experiences from Cambodia, Somalia, Rwanda, and
the former Yugoslavia suggest that it is hard to secure a sufficient
level of commitment of military resources from the international
community.

In the face of the international community’s reluctance to
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support humanitarian operations with military assets, one alter-
native is to rely on local forces. In eastern Zaire, where some
20,000 Forces Armées Rwandaises (FAR) troops were camped in
and near refugee camps, agencies employed units of the Zairian
presidential guard to enhance camp security when the UN
Security Council refused to deploy UN troops. This proved
inadequate. There were few arrests of militants intimidating the
refugee population and the Zairian Camp Security Contingent
(ZCSC) failed to wrest control of the camps from the former
Rwandan authorities. Moreover, the initiative had little or no
effect on the Hutu military and paramilitary elements operating
outside the camps that were largely responsible for the campaign
of intimidation. Donor states and the UN failed to persuade the
Zairian government to take a more proactive approach to curbing
these activities.4

Agencies have also explored the possibility of hiring person-
nel involved in the conflict itself. Payments for protecting aid
operations and personnel may also fuel the conflict. It is now
generally accepted that the costs of such liaison with belligerents
exceed the benefits in terms of both protection of relief personnel
and maintaining control over supplies. One report stated, “Pay-
ments for ‘protection services’ cannot be justified as they provide
an incentive to factions to maintain insecurity and ransom
humanitarian aid.”5    The fact that this statement comes from a
OECD Development Assistance Committee (DAC) task force
suggests some learning among donors.

Yet, the solution proposed by the task force—to agree on a
code of conduct “as regards contact and cooperation with fac-
tions in a civil conflict”—rings somewhat hollow. The likelihood
that such a code could be agreed and implemented among the
wide array of NGOs, IGOs, and bilateral donors seems low.
Moreover, some agencies might on occasion perceive a compel-
ling reason to ignore such agreement on humanitarian grounds.
There is also a certain irony in such recommendations coming
from a group of states with the military capabilities that would
render such payments unnecessary. The route to minimizing
diversion lies not in codes of conduct (although these might be
of some utility) but in appropriate levels of political/military
support by the major states to humanitarian agencies.

Conditionality may also mitigate impact of aid on conflict.
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However, linking the provision (or the level) of assistance to the
cooperation of belligerents for delivery of humanitarian assis-
tance has serious difficulties. It requires a degree of coordination
among aid agencies that is difficult to achieve, given the differing
perspectives within the humanitarian community on the appro-
priateness of factoring the conflict connection into assistance
decisions. Conditionality-based strategies for dealing with di-
version or substitution also assume that belligerents are respon-
sive to the threat of withholding assistance to victim populations
in areas under their control. If they are not, then conditionality-
based approaches to mitigation are unlikely to work. Finally, and
perhaps most important, if conditionality-based threats are car-
ried out, the victim population suffers. Indeed, as discussed in the
companion monograph, Politics and Humanitarian Action, the
Yugoslav case, among others, suggests that belligerents have a
better record in using conditionality to their advantage than aid
agencies do.6

The extreme example of conditionality is the threat to with-
draw assistance. In a declaration in November 1994, a large
group of NGOs active in the Rwandan camps in Zaire threatened
to withdraw if the UN failed to address the security situation and,
by implication, the leakage of assistance to organized Hutu
militants intent on resuming the conflict. This was reportedly
“the first time that a broad coalition of NGOs had threatened to
withdraw emergency assistance from such a large-scale refugee
population unless political actors took certain actions.”7    Sub-
sequently, agencies suspended activity in Liberia and West
Timor until the authorities took certain stated actions.

Such an approach, however, may not elicit the desired
political response. In Zaire, the demands were ignored, confront-
ing agencies with the decision whether to carry out their threat.
Two of the ten signatories did so; others attempted to adjust their
programs to improve security and reduce diversion. Faced with
systematic diversion of assistance and taxation of local relief
worker salaries, MSF-Belgium first attempted (in cooperation
with other NGOs and UNHCR) to develop a common strategy.
The strategy involved careful assessment of needs and the reduc-
tion of distribution in the camps to the bare minimum on the basis
of these assessments. MSF also reduced local staff and their
salaries, paying them in local currency rather than dollars.
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In an indication of how difficult it is to cope with diversion
and security problems without effective military support, the
agency concluded by July 1995 that, despite its efforts, it was
doing more harm than good and decided to “progressively
withdraw from the camps.”8    The decision was made not so much
to influence the incentives and disincentives of belligerents or
other political actors but on the basis of the conclusion that it was
not possible to sustain assistance efforts without continuing to
fuel the conflict. The humanitarian costs of continuing to provide
aid were viewed as exceeding the humanitarian benefits of
continuing.

In the abstract, such a course of action is inconsistent with
the humanitarian imperative. If replicated by all agencies, it
would have produced either a massive humanitarian emergency
of its own or a massive redisplacement.9  As noted in Chapter 2,
moreover, it is not obvious that the removal of the “fuel” would
have reduced the scale of the conflict. MSF-Belgium could with-
draw in the knowledge that its example would not be followed
by the humanitarian community as a whole, which would take
over its assistance role. Yet its decision did not measurably
reduce the impact of humanitarian assistance on the conflict
itself.

Ultimately, the problem of aid to the camps fueling conflict
was resolved by the military elimination of the camps them-
selves. Provoked by continuous attacks inside Rwanda emanat-
ing from the camps, the Rwandan Patriotic Front (RPF) assisted
rebel leader Laurent Kabila’s Alliance Démocratique to attack
them. The joint effort produced what UNHCR and the aid
agencies could not accomplish on their own: the closure of the
camps. A large number of the residents fled westwards into
central Zaire, perishing at the hands of advancing military forces
or dying of starvation and disease in the jungle.

Substitution effects can be limited to some extent by closer
external monitoring and control of the budgets and expenditures
of authorities receiving external financial assistance. However,
such oversight would involve substantial additional personnel
and effort on the part of already overworked field offices. Close
monitoring would also have to be accompanied by credible
threats of reduction, suspension or termination of assistance.
Such conditionalities, to be effective, require a degree of commit-
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ment that is frequently difficult to sustain. In the case of Armenia,
a rigorous U.S. effort to monitor state expenditures with the goal
of reducing substitution would involve a degree of intrusiveness
that would provoke opposition by the influential Armenian-
American community and Congress. Moreover, external control
over the state budget of belligerents would require agreement and
coordination among major donors (states and IGOs) that is
difficult to negotiate and to sustain. Any attempt to pursue close
monitoring of the expenditure of insurgent movements raises a
further set of serious difficulties, not least the fact that budgets are
often notional and bureaucratic capacity to structure expendi-
ture extremely limited.

Given the problems associated with conditionality focused
on central authorities, a more sensible approach, as with diver-
sion, might be to channel financial assistance through lower-
level structures (local governments and NGOs), rather than
routing it through the central budget structures of belligerents.
Working with local authorities or nongovernmental actors more
attuned to the humanitarian impacts of conflict and more con-
nected to those suffering these impacts would presumably result
in a greater portion of the assistance getting through. But central
authorities often do not take kindly to being dealt out of the action.
Local authorities are generally appointed by them and are vul-
nerable to pressure. External resources received by NGOs have
also been viewed by central authorities as taxable income. Inter-
national NGOs working with local ones have also been suscep-
tible to taxation. Direct receipt may cause belligerents to target the
organizations in question.

Proportionality and Protection

As was noted in Chapter 2, the impact on conflicts of the
traditional humanitarian emphasis on impartiality in delivery
was complex and variable across cases. In some instances,
disproportionality in assistance (as in the asymmetries between
government and insurgent-held areas of Azerbaijan) may have
hardened lines of conflict. In others, proportionality in assis-
tance created tensions between refugee and host communities,
while disproportional responses (e.g., assistance to host popu-
lations complementing aid to the displaced) may have eased
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antagonism. The key appears to be knowledge of local circum-
stances and the adjustment of programming to take these circum-
stances into account.

Conclusion

Various adjustments to agency programs and operating
procedures have played a positive role in mitigating the impact
of aid on conflict without denying assistance to victims in need.
The most effective mitigating efforts appear to occur at the local
level through innovative and contextually sensitive approaches
to specific problems.

Underlying the role of humanitarian action in the political
economy of civil war and the dilemmas of proportionality is a
fundamental point. That is, the capacity to control the impact of
humanitarian action on conflict requires a substantial knowl-
edge base regarding the conflict and the socioeconomic and
political context. This suggests the need for research capacity by
organizations operating in war-related humanitarian emergen-
cies and training capacity that conveys the insights of research
to those operating in the field.

Minimizing the conflict connection also requires the system-
atic sharing of experiences not only in particular conflict zones
but across cases of conflict. Learning from experience requires
robust mechanisms for the transfer of knowledge within and
between organizations and across conflict contexts. The need to
understand the context of conflict also highlights the need for the
further development of dialogue between the humanitarian
community and those involved in conflict studies and area
studies.

The analysis also underscores the importance of effective
protection of activities, beneficiaries, and aid personnel if prob-
lems of diversion are to be addressed. In situations of severe
conflict, the provision of protection to minimize the negative
effects of aid on conflict depends on the willingness of major
states and international organizations to back up humanitarian
action with military support. Since humanitarian aid is seldom
a determining factor in the calculations of belligerents, it is not
surprising that there is little conclusive evidence indicating that
alternative strategies to address this problem (e.g., purchasing
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protection locally, applying conditionality to the delivery of
assistance or threatening to withdraw) are effective in the effort
to minimize the conflict connection.
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CHAPTER 4

HUMANITARIAN ACTION AND CONFLICT TRANSFORMATION

The previous chapter focused on adjustments in humani-
tarian programming to minimize its conflict-fueling effect. This
chapter turns to the more ambitious agenda of “peace build-
ing.”1  It examines the potential uses of humanitarian and
transitional assistance to transform conflict.2    Although links
between relief, rehabilitation, and development have been rec-
ognized for some time, the need explicitly to connect these
activities to peacemaking and conflict resolution is increasingly
apparent.3   With regard to transitional and developmental
assistance, the DAC put the objective well:

Development cooperation efforts should strive for an
environment of ‘structural stability’ as a basis for sus-
tainable development. This concept embraces the mutu-
ally reinforcing objectives of social peace, respect for
human rights, accountable military forces and broadly
shared social and economic development; supported
by dynamic and representative political structures ca-
pable of managing change and resolving disputes
through peaceful means.4

Humanitarian action designed with peace building in mind
may help bring parties to negotiate their differences and help
restore peaceful relations between communities and political
élites that have been at war. Transitional assistance can help
consolidate the gains made through humanitarian action.

In addressing these issues, the chapter begins with a brief
discussion of peace building in Guatemala. It proceeds to an
account of the mechanics of peace building, and then examines
a number of approaches to conflict transformation.

Peace Building: The Case of Guatemala

The Guatemalan case is especially interesting because the
peace accords constituted a particularly comprehensive effort
by the international community to use aid to build peace.
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Activities ran the gamut from humanitarian assistance in war
zones to returning refugees through transitional assistance in
demobilization; and from reintegration of combatants to devel-
opment and structural adjustment. All reflected to varying
degrees the overarching objective of creating a durable peace.
The participation of international actors, including those from
the aid sector, was particularly broad, and the range of interna-
tional agencies involved was very wide. Moreover, the condi-
tions were particularly propitious for success. The parties had
concluded that continuing the conflict was counterproductive,
and the peace process was strongly supported by key actors,
both regional (Mexico and the U.S.) and more distant (Norway)
that had considerable leverage over the parties.

The peace agreements ended a 35-year civil war between the
government and the Unidad Revolucionaria Nacional
Guatemalteca (URNG), in which some 400 villages were de-
stroyed, 150,000 people were killed, and one-tenth of the popu-
lation displaced. The war was characterized by extreme brutal-
ity, notably by the government and directed at the indigenous
Mayan population. The Agreement on a Firm and Lasting Peace,
signed in December 1996, was the culmination of an extended
negotiation and mediation process with substantial interna-
tional involvement by regional states, donor countries, the UN,
and the international financial institutions (IFIs). Prior to the
final accord, the negotiating process had produced many agree-
ments on human rights (including establishment of a commis-
sion to investigate violations and violence against the popula-
tion); refugee return and resettlement; social, economic, and
agrarian issues; and civil/military relations.

In the short term, the peace settlement included carefully
elaborated and highly detailed procedures for the separation,
encampment, demobilization, resettlement, and reintegration of
combatants. The package provided a blueprint for the reform of
Guatemalan politics, institutions, and societies. The peace ac-
cord was seen not so much as an end in itself but as a precondi-
tion for “pursuing national reconciliation across the political,
social, ethnic, cultural and linguistic divides.”5   The agenda of
reconciliation touched almost all aspects of national life. About
20 commissions were established to deal with inadequacies in
the justice system, tax collection from the wealthy, the creation
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of a new police force and army, and the inclusion of the Mayan
population in political life.6

The tax issue was particularly important to the URNG.
Substantial increases in taxation of the well-to-do was one of the
few tangible ways to show that the peace accords would provide
real solutions to the problems over which it had gone to war. The
URNG agenda regarding land reform, education, health, and
justice involved substantial increments in public spending. Tax
reform was the way to meet these costs.

International actors were heavily involved in many aspects
of this agenda at all of its stages. International pressure, notably
from Mexico, played an important role in achieving the 1992
agreement between the government and refugee organizations
on return of the displaced. International NGOs played a key role
in confidence building by accompanying returnees and ensur-
ing that the government upheld its commitments to demilitarize
areas of return. Aid providers were careful to balance aid to
returnees with assistance to host communities to foster recon-
ciliation.

In the negotiation of the 1996 peace agreement, the United
States and Norway were quite effective in exercising moral
suasion on the government and the URNG to move forward. The
approach of donors and IFIs was strongly affected by the expe-
rience of El Salvador, where it was generally accepted that
outside actors had been insufficiently proactive in designing the
peace. Representatives of lending institutions helped draft the
socioeconomic accords, making clear their support for reduc-
tions in defense spending and reorientation of the government’s
budget towards the ambitious socioeconomic targets set out in
the accords.

The role of international institutions was particularly strong
in achieving agreement on the taxation issue. The talks nearly
broke down on several occasions on this point in the face of
government insistence that substantial reform was impossible
and the URNG’s threat to walk away if reforms were not in-
cluded. In the end, multilateral agencies and bilateral donors
tipped the balance by declaring that if the reform was not agreed
upon, the proposed transitional and development aid package
would be withheld. International pressure also proved to be a
key factor in resolving the highly contentious question of indig-
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enous political participation. One government official acknowl-
edged that international pressure for peace, exercised through
economic conditionality, played a critical role in producing the
agreement. Another noted that the offers of substantial assis-
tance if the accord were signed were one of the main factors that
kept the negotiation going.

That said, both government and agency interviewees agreed
that the role of the international community in the successful
conclusion of the peace accord was helpful rather than deter-
mining. The basic preconditions for peace had been put in place
by the end of the Cold War and the resulting ideological crisis
of the Guatemalan left, the effective victory of the army in the war,
personnel changes in the government and the army, the army’s
desire to re-legitimize itself, and the country’s exhaustion.

Once the accord was accepted, the United Nations added a
military/peacekeeping component to its mission in Guatemala,
called the United Nations Verification Mission in Guatemala
(MINUGUA),7   to verify compliance with the accords—in par-
ticular the cease fire, the separation and concentration of forces,
disarmament, and demobilization. The UN mission played a
key role in confidence building during this highly sensitive
phase of implementation. USAID and the United Nations Devel-
opment Program (UNDP) split the cost of the $3.5 million
reinsertion program and USAID’s Office of Transitional Initia-
tives (OTI) provided $6.25 million of follow-up assistance for the
resumption of stable fruitful lives by former combatants.

International agencies were also instrumental in fostering
the creation of ex-combatant organizations and engaging them
in the aid process. This helped ensure that ex-combatants had
a sense of ownership of the process, avoiding problems encoun-
tered by demobilization programs in El Salvador.

The Inter-American Development Bank (IDB) planned a $50
million project for social investment in areas affected by the
conflict. The World Bank explicitly tied its lending to compli-
ance with the peace accords—particularly elements relating to
increases in the tax share of gross national product to fund
reform—and threatened reductions in lending if targets were
not met. The International Monetary Fund (IMF) structured its
standby and emergency lending activities in the country around
compliance with the peace agreements. Government donors
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provided additional resources rapidly and flexibly to deal with
suddenly emerging problems in the implementation of the
agreements.

Although the international community may have contrib-
uted to the stabilization of the post-conflict situation, significant
problems remained. The failure to sustain adequate levels of
support for ex-combatants was one factor among several con-
tributing to a rapid growth in crime and kidnapping. The
demobilization and reinsertion program met with considerable
delays in implementation. According to some, the focus of
humanitarian assistance on the displaced may have under-
mined social reconciliation by fostering resentment between
resettled people and host communities. Targeting of transitional
assistance on ex-combatants provoked assaults upon them.
Resentment on the part of demobilized military police who did
not receive commensurate levels of assistance led to strikes and
the occupation of public buildings.8   Targeting of indigenous
peoples fostered resentment among the Ladinos (non-indig-
enous people). The focus of assistance on regions where return
and resettlement were concentrated provoked bad feeling in
equally poor regions where such activities were not occurring.

Although international efforts were substantial in the short
term, there was little willingness to tackle longer term (and more
expensive and potentially explosive) issues such as land reform
and taxation. The government dragged its feet over fundamental
economic issues such as tax reform, owing to fears of political
instability. Consequently, expenditure on the peace process
produced budget deficits that, in turn, brought pressure for
structural adjustment. More broadly, the lack of targeted benefi-
ciaries in the socioeconomic agreement weakened political
support for it. Judicial reform was significantly hampered by the
deepening public security crisis.

The embrace of peace building by the financial institutions
created serious problems of duplication in programming. As
one official put it, “Everybody was competing with everybody
in a chaotic environment.” Overlap in activities was one element
of a larger problem of coordination and the lack of a shared
strategic conception among donors and agencies in the field.
According to government officials, moreover, international do-
nors and agencies failed to deliver on much of what they had
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promised in support of the peace accords, reducing their cred-
ibility and slowing the process of building sustainable peace. In
contrast, IFI officials stressed that their main concern was
whether the government could absorb and manage IFI- funded
projects.

After four years of direct international engagement in peace
building, international engagement in conflict transformation
had many positive effects. But there was little progress in dealing
with the root causes of conflict (poverty, unemployment, inequi-
table resource allocation, lack of access to the land, population
growth and rural/urban migration, and lack of trust in the
judiciary and the government bureaucracy). Guatemala dis-
played a profound crisis in public security, a growing sense of
loss of direction, a gradual loss of faith in the peace process, and
growing resentment of outsiders who were perceived to be
deeply intrusive while producing little tangible progress in
dealing with the fundamental causes of the conflict.

The Guatemalan case illustrates the complexity of peace
building and conflict transformation. The difficulties that the
government faced in meeting its commitments across such a
broad range of issues suggest that the agenda may have been too
ambitious, given the state’s limited capacity and the political
pressures under which it was operating. The experience also
illustrates the limits on the capacity of external actors to produce
profound changes where these run counter to the interests of
powerful local actors. Also evident was the importance of speed
and flexibility in funding and programming. As was evident in
the case of the uprising of the military police, transitional
programming may create unforeseen difficulties that require
quick operational response. Finally, it highlights the protracted
character of the peace-building process and the difficulties of
sustaining donor and agency commitment over the long term.

The Mechanics of Building Peace

Efforts to transform conflict through peace building can
proceed at both macro and micro levels. At the macro level, the
intent is to affect the incentive structure of belligerents in order
to alter their perspectives on the conflict and to encourage
implementation of agreements. Thus the structure of peace
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accords in Guatemala made the flow of macroeconomic assis-
tance conditional upon attaining specific targets related to
conflict resolution, justice, and reconciliation. At the micro level,
the intent is to use aid to encourage reconciliation and to rebuild
ties between communities in conflict, as in the early efforts to
reconstruct the market in Tskhinvali, South Ossetia, and to
provide protection for traders there in the hope of restoring
commerce between the Georgian and Osset populations in the
region.9

The macro/macro distinction is somewhat arbitrary, how-
ever, because the two levels overlap and influence each other.
The Open Cities program in Bosnia, which focused housing
reconstruction assistance on communities that encouraged
minority return, was national in scope but relied on implemen-
tation by local authorities. Moreover, “[t]he rationale [for lower
level approaches] rests on the argument that the constructive
relations built at the personal or professional level can eventu-
ally be reflected at broader societal levels thus resulting in a
multiplier effect.”10

In the broader literature on peace building, surprisingly
little effort is made to elaborate on the mechanics of this “trick-
ling up” process. One exception is the work of John Paul
Lederach, who suggests that there are three levels of leadership
in reconciliation. At the highest level, which he believes is least
capable of compromise, leaders tend to define clear, public, and
confrontational positions on a given conflict. They also have a
high media profile. In these circumstances, flexibility is limited.
At the middle level are members of society with independent
standing and prestige but who are not directly engaged in
politics. Their lack of political affiliation enhances their flexibil-
ity in forging links across communal divides while their social
standing gives them influence in swaying opinion. At the lowest
level are local officials and civil society actors who experience
the toll of conflict most directly and who, therefore, stand to gain
most from improved intercommunal relations. Progress at these
lower levels may create space for compromise at higher ones. The
classic example of this “spilling upwards” was the Oslo process
of reconciliation between Palestinians and Israelis in the early
1990s. The fate of the Oslo process, however, shows the great
vulnerability of such processes to exogenous political shocks.
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Parallel to the structure of leadership just discussed is a
structure of conflict, which provides a variety of potential points
of entry to use humanitarian and transitional assistance to foster
peace. Transformation of conflict may address the specific issue
in question (for example, intercommunal violence within a city),
its immediate context or subsystem (inequities in distribution of
resources within communities), or the broader sociopolitical
system in which it occurs (poverty, inequitable access to power
and resources at the national level).

The role of aid agencies spans all three levels of leadership.
At the higher level, assistance may encourage leaders to making
unpopular choices by providing tangible benefits to their con-
stituencies. At the middle level, humanitarian and transitional
activities may be structured in such a way as to nurture a
reestablishment of professional linkages across communal lines.
At the local level, assistance can affect the incentives of local
authorities and civil society actors to build bridges between
communities. The role of assistance providers may also span all
three levels of the structure of conflict, from addressing essential
structural questions (e.g., poverty) through efforts to cope with
subsystemic aspects of conflict (e.g., bias in resource distribu-
tion) to responses geared to resolving particular intercommunal
conflicts.

However multilayered and multifaceted, aid-based efforts
to transform conflict are no replacement for other activities.
These include mediation, political/military intervention, ef-
forts to deal with the subjective elements of a conflict dynamic
through track 2 diplomacy,11  problem solving, or conflict reso-
lution training. At a more essential level, assistance is no sub-
stitute for the conscious choice on the part of belligerent
leaderships and their constituencies that peace is better than
war. The conflict-transforming role of assistance providers is
essentially to help the principals in making this choice.

Although the potential helpfulness of aid in transforming
conflict is clear in the abstract, it is difficult to assess its actual
effects. In the first place, it is not clear what is meant by “success”
and “failure” in conflict transformation or how to measure them.
Outcomes in intercommunal relations are the product of mul-
tiple factors, many having nothing to do with the actions of
international aid agencies. One cannot know what would have
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occurred in the absence of the international intervention. Thus,
where significant compromise and subsequent reconciliation
occurs in a war-torn society (as, arguably, in Mozambique or
Guatemala), it is unclear what relative causal weight should be
given to assistance as distinct from “creative diplomacy” or
simple war-weariness and the consequent “ripeness” for settle-
ment.12   In the case of Bosnia,

Many donors commented on the overall international
responses to the crisis in Bosnia since the signing of the
[General Framework for Peace], as well as links with
their respective government’s foreign policy. Yet they
found it difficult to give concrete examples of successes
or failures [in conflict transformation through aid], or
provide clear determinants of what constituted such a
success or failure.13

Approaches to Conflict Transformation:
 Bosnia, Sri Lanka, Georgia

The approaches and tools available for peace building are
similar to those for conflict mitigation. Perhaps the most promi-
nent instrument at the macro level is conditionality. One of the
most prominent uses of conditionality as a means of securing
compliance with a peace agreement is that of Bosnia, as illus-
trated in Box 4.1.  Box 4.1describes a specific example of the use
of conditionality to modify the behavior of the Serb leadership
of the Republika Srbska (the Bosnia Serb Republic).

More generally, the international community responded to
the insistence of the Serbs from 1996 to 1998 that they be treated
as a separate state by denying aid to Serb-controlled areas. This
attempt to alter Serb incentives was partially effective. The hard-
line leadership of the Serb Republic was gradually marginalized
in the years after Dayton, expanding the space for more moderate
political forces. These conflict-transforming effects of aid condi-
tionality, however, must be weighed against serious negative
humanitarian effects:

At the same time, it led to increased impoverishment
espcially in the eastern part of the Serb Republic. Lack
of food and medical supplies led to an increase in
vulnerable groups. The supply of water and sanitation,
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as well as educational facilities, were severely im-
paired.15

With the passage of time, the effectiveness of conditionalities
in promoting reconciliation was increasingly questioned. Al-
though conditionality may have produced greater compliance
by Serb authorities with the institutional provisions of Dayton,
conditionality-based assistance was not particularly successful
in addressing the key objectives in Bosnia.

The two most significant promises of the [General Frame-

Box 4.1: Peace Conditionality in Bosnia
In October 1996, one year after the Dayton peace

negotiations, Carl Bildt, the international community’s
High Representative in Bosnia, faced a crisis. Momcilo
Krajisnik, a close associate of indicted war criminal
Radovan Karadzic, had just been elected to Bosnia’s
three-person collective presidency, but in a gesture of
continuing Bosnian Serb defiance toward Dayton’s
goal of a united Bosnia, he was refusing to attend the
presidential swearing-in ceremony in Sarajevo. His
refusal threatened to undermine the fragile new Bosnian
state at its inception. Bildt responded by dispatching
his senior deputy for economic reconstruction to the
Bosnian Serb headquarters in Pale, accompanied by the
resident representatives of the World Bank, the Euro-
pean Bank for Reconstruction and Development, the
European Union, and President Clinton’s special en-
voy for reconstruction. Together they delivered a stern
warning: not one penny of reconstruction aid would
flow to the Serb Republic if Krajisnik failed to appear.
Four days later, Krajisnik was in Sarajevo for the cer-
emony. The significance of this episode went beyond
the modest victory of persuading a reluctant president
to attend his own inauguration. It demonstrated that
aid conditionality can furnish political muscle for a
peace process, even when dealing with the most recal-
citrant of parties.14
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work Agreement]—the return of displaced persons to
their homes and the prosecution of those who have
committed international crimes—have not been ful-
filled. Three years after Dayton, ‘minority returns’—a
term used to depict the return of displaced persons to an
area under the control of another ethnically-based army—
have been totally insufficient and, as a result, Bosnia
remains an ethnically segregated country.16

By late 1999, only 250,000 of more than 1.2 million refugees
had returned to Bosnia. Another 500,000 had permanently
resettled abroad. More than 800,000 of the one million internally
displaced people remained IDPs, most of them occupying other
people’s houses. Where return occurred, it was most frequently
to areas where the returnees were the majority. Only 50,000
minority returns had occurred, only 2,000 of which were to the
Serb Republic.

In consequence, by 1998 the focus in project design and
implementation had begun to shift from conditionalities to
emphasizing reconciliation and consensus building. One promi-
nent example was the UNHCR Open Cities Initiative, which
involved quick availability of support to municipalities willing
to accept returnees. This initiative also included security provi-
sion by the Stabilization Force (SFOR) of the NATO and the IPTF,
human rights monitoring, infrastructural (shelter) investment,
and income generation. The UNHCR initiative was paralleled
by a separate U.S. Open Cities program with similar objectives
and characteristics.

Here, too, however, results have been less than anticipated.
In Gorazde, which was recognized as an Open City in November
1997 and had received DM 9 million under this program by
March 1998, the investment produced a return of four minority
families.17    Brcko, a municipality controlled by an arrangement
between representatives of the three major ethnic groups, re-
ceived substantial funding to assist return. However, although
the prewar population of the town was 55 percent Bosnian, 19
percent   Serb,  7  percent Croat,  and 19 percent other nationali-
ties,  it  is now  97  percent  Serb (approximately three-quarters
of which are people displaced from elsewhere in the country).
Analysts found in 1999 that “there was no relationship between
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a municipality’s status as an Open City, success with minority
return and amount of aid per capita.”18    This lack of correlation
between aid and return suggests the seriousness of obstacles to
success where the fault lines of conflict are so deep and the fear
so profound.

Perhaps the most eloquent failure in conditionality-based
efforts at return in Bosnia was the Sarajevo Declaration of
February 1998. Future economic assistance to Sarajevo was
conditioned on the return of 20,000 displaced persons in 1998.
Sarajevo was deemed to be a particularly promising area be-
cause many minorities had remained there during the war and
security for returnees was reasonably good. The city and its
surrounding canton were to serve as a model for other areas of
the country. Faced with the threat of sanctions, the local author-
ity removed most legal impediments to return but failed to meet
most of the other benchmarks of the declaration.

In response, the U.S. suspended its assistance. On the
other hand, the European Union (EU) continued with
reconstruction assistance, as did the Swedes and Japa-
nese. By 1999, less than 40 percent of the target returns
had materialized. Here, the political and psychological
impediments to return were supplemented by con-
spicuous failures in coordination among donors in
causing the failure to meet identified targets.19

These  examples point to several general propositions. In the
first place, negative conditionality needs to be targeted at the
local actors who are in a position to produce the desired result.
In some instances, such actors may not exist. In the case of
refugee return, local authorities may be willing to sign on, but
because of the weakness of their control over their “supporters”
they may not be able to provide a secure environment for
returnees. Second, there is need for clarity of effect. Local authori-
ties need to clearly understand the consequences of their com-
pliance or non-compliance in terms of access to assistance.
Third, conditionality needs to be credible; that is to say, the
capacity to deliver on the threat in case of non-compliance has
to be believable.

All of these propositions point to the fundamental impor-
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tance of coordination of policy among donors and agencies. If,
as in the case of the Sarajevo Declaration, some development
agencies attempt to apply conditionalities while others ignore
them, the failure of local actors to meet benchmark performance
criteria is no surprise.

The need for consensus applies not merely to implementa-
tion but to the broader question of interpretation of the role of the
international community in peace building. In the absence of a
consensus on fundamental objectives, success in conflict trans-
formation is unlikely.

The problem of conflicting objectives was evident in Bosnia.
From the outset, implementation of the Dayton Agreement was
complicated by two competing views of peace building. One
group of donors and agencies saw the agreement as a way-
station to the effective partition of the country along ethnic lines,
with an acquiescent international community playing a rela-
tively passive role. The other group perceived the task as one of
reintegration of the ethnically partitioned society, actively re-
storing ethnic pluralism. Before the second group won the day
at the Madrid Peace Implementation Council (PIC) in December
1998, there was evidence of significant lack of coherence in
programming, perhaps the most obvious example being the
limitation of the role of NATO’s Implementation Force (IFOR) to
“deterrence and stabilization.”20

The problem of consistency in activities in Bosnia and
elsewhere goes well beyond the differing objectives of actors
with regard to conflict transformation. The economic stabiliza-
tion and structural adjustment programs of multilateral agen-
cies and bilateral donors are frequently in tension with the
requirements of conflict management and transformation. The
achievement of durable peace may suggest the need for short-
and medium-term fiscal and monetary policies that run against
the grain of the “Washington consensus.” Strict enforcement of
spending and state revenue targets aimed at economic stabiliza-
tion may undermine peace processes by weakening safety nets
and generating unemployment, while limiting the state’s capac-
ity to spend on programs of demobilization and reintegration.21

In El Salvador, for example, the arms for land program
directed at government and Farabundo Marti National Libera-
tion Front ex-combatants was critical to post-conflict normaliza-
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tion, as well as to addressing to a limited extent the roots of the
conflict in inequitable resource distribution. The program was
to be financed domestically through issuing debt or expanding
the money supply. When the IFIs insisted on fiscal and monetary
restraint, however, the program was underfunded and failed to
meet its targets.22    The result for El Salvador of these conflicting
priorities was captured well by one analyst, who suggested that
the country was like a patient on an operating table “with the left
and right sides of his body separated by a curtain and unrelated
surgery being performed on each side.”23

For all these reasons, the conditions for success in the use of
conditionalities on assistance in order to foster peace are very
exacting. It is not surprising that there is so little evidence of
success in conflict transformation through conditionality. And
indeed, in a sober reversal of earlier enthusiasm about the use of
aid conditionality to foster sustainable peace, the summary
report of the OECD Informal Task Force on Conflict Impact
concluded, “contrary to popular assumptions, conditionality
usually does not work” [emphasis in original].24

The discussion of conditionality thus far obscures a more
fundamental point. Conditionality assumes that if certain con-
ditions can be satisfied other aid strategies can transform con-
flict. However, this assumption itself may be questioned. The
stakes facing belligerents are high, and their insecurities often
profound. War produces accumulated grievances that narrow
the psychological space for reconciliation. Political and psycho-
social obstacles raise serious questions about whether condi-
tionalities on assistance could work to transform conflict even
if they were effectively communicated and consistently ap-
plied.25

This is not to say that such approaches should be dismissed
altogether. In smaller scale and/or more specific projects, there
are examples positive impacts from using aid to transform
conflict, as in infrastructure programming in Bosnia-
Herzegovina. The Swedish government funded a program to
recreate a national railway in Bosnia, providing assistance on
the condition that the railway be jointly managed by the three
regional railway administrations. This produced a National
Railway Corporation within one year of the inception of nego-
tiations and continuing close cooperation across communal
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lines in this area. The Japanese, Canadian, and British govern-
ments funded rehabilitation of the Bosnian power grid, with
assistance again provided on the condition that the entities
cooperated in reestablishing a national system. This led to a
unified electricity system after considerable political and tech-
nical dialogue between the parties.

Infrastructural integration, unlike the return of the dis-
placed, does not put people directly at risk or even necessarily
in close contact with each other at the community level. Nor does
it challenge the outcomes of the conflict in a direct way. Yet, such
initiatives are important in building tangible cooperative link-
ages across the fault lines of conflict. The railway and electric
grid examples suggest that the blanket rejection of conditional-
ity is overdrawn. In particular conditions and in certain func-
tional areas, insistence on key objectives regarding cooperation
between former belligerents can advance a useful purpose. The
examples also suggest, however, that emphasis in the early
stages of post-conflict reconstruction might well be better placed
on initiatives that do not press on issues directly related to
perceptions of personal and communal security.

Similar conclusions can be drawn from the use of condition-
ality in encouraging the rebuilding of relations between the
Georgian and Osset communities in South Ossetia in 1997-1999.
Here the UNDP made several million dollars of transitional
assistance funds available to local communities on the condi-
tion that the Georgian and Osset populations formed a working
group to decide consensually on projects. When the consensus
rule was tested by the parties, as in the case of a proposed seed
distribution, no assistance was forthcoming.

In this instance, conditionality may have worked in part
because it was clear and credible. UNDP officials noted a
gradual increase over time in the uptake of funds and a distinct
improvement in the atmosphere of negotiation within the work-
ing group. The example demonstrates the significant potential
for fruitful synergy between international agencies and local
communities in the effort to transform conflict and in the impor-
tance of engaging local leaders and professionals. Taking ad-
vantage of “local capacities for peace,” the project cultivated
significant local ownership and empowerment of local leader-
ship. The importance of local engagement is also evident in the
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“Three Thousand Houses” example from Sri Lanka.
In the Osset case, the fact remains, however, that despite

positive gains on the ground, little progress has been made at the
political level to settle the conflict. As an evaluation of the project
noted, “Conflict is solved when protagonists decide to solve it.
Protagonists in the Georgia/South Ossetia conflict have not yet
done so.” Yet the UNDP initiative contributes to the social basis
for durable reconciliation and sustainable peace. As the evalu-
ation notes, participants unanimously noted a positive impact
on the process (as opposed to the outcome) of conflict resolu-
tion.27    This, in turn, suggests that the criteria for assessing the
usefulness of humanitarian and transitional assistance in con-
flict transformation need to be much broader than the focus on
settlement negotiations between top leaders.

The Osset example also highlights the advantages of having
only one actor on the block. Initially, the UNDP was the
onlyagency mounting a program of this type. In 1998, however,
the European Union, rather than folding its resources into the

Box 4.2: The Three Thousand Houses
A developmental actor agreed to provide 3,000

units of housing in a community in Sri Lanka. The
community agreed that the units should be divided
equally among three identity groups, Sinhalese, Tamil,
and Muslim. This decision ignored the fact that some
groups had a greater need for housing as a result of the
conflict than others did. This differential need was
consciously ignored as part of a logic of peace building
between communities in conflict. “The principle of
equity (needs-based allocation) was subordinated by
the politically (sic) expedient of equality (arithmetic
allocation).” The rationale of this allocation mecha-
nism was to normalize relations between communities
in conflict. Although this appears to have resulted in
stable relations between the communities concerned,
one observer suggested that the true measure of success
in conflict resolution through assistance of this type
would be when community leaders made their alloca-
tion decisions on the basis of need rather than identity.26
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UNDP operation, became involved in a parallel initiative oper-
ating under different rules, different incentives, and different
forms and degrees of community involvement. The EU under-
taking may have complicated the calculus of incentives by the
recipients and may have reduced the effectiveness of efforts to
use aid creatively to foster reconciliation in South Ossetia.

Finally, the Osset example demonstrates the importance of
contextual factors in the successful use of positive incentives to
induce intercommunal cooperation. First, although the conflict
was relatively intense in 1990-1992, it produced fewer casual-
ties than many internal conflicts and the level of bitterness
between the communities was lower.28     Second, “ethnic cleans-
ing,” although it did occur to some extent, was not complete.
Georgian and Osset villages remained interspersed. Osset and
Georgian communities began to construct informal cooperative
arrangements allowing movement of people and goods very
soon after the conclusion of active hostilities. These produced a
slow process of growing interdependence as trading resumed
under the eyes of the peacekeeping force. This spontaneously
growing interaction and mutually beneficial interdependence
provided a basis for the UNDP program.

The contrast with similar efforts in Abkhazia illuminates
the importance of contextual factors. UNDP attempted to repli-
cate the experience on a larger scale within the reconstruction
working group of the Abkhaz peace process in 1997-1998. After
securing substantial donor commitment of funds for reconstruc-
tion and rehabilitation in the insurgent region, the agency
dispatched a needs assessment team to identify possible projects.
Despite considerable effort and expenditure of funds, no projects
were implemented. The failure reflected at least three factors.

In the first place, the process involved not local communities
but the principal decisionmakers and institutions of the
belligerents. Unsurprisingly, the initiative fell afoul of their
differing strategic objectives.29     Reconstruction from an Abkhaz
perspective meant creating the preconditions for an indepen-
dent national economy. From a Georgian standpoint, it meant
reintegrating the Abkhaz region into Georgia’s  economy. This
would appear to confirm the conclusion from DAC conflict
impact studies that the effectiveness of conditionality-based
programming declines at higher levels of the decision-making
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hierarchy.30    In local communities, people making decisions are
likely to gain directly from the programs in question. At the
macro level, there is no such direct and personal link between the
decisionmaker and the decision.

Second, the macro-level context of the process reflected the
fact that there was very little scope in the Abkhaz context for
community-level cooperation, given the thoroughness of “eth-
nic cleansing” and the consequent separation of the two com-
munities. Where spontaneous return had occurred, it was into
areas of Abkhazia that were essentially unpopulated. Underly-
ing these factors was a cultural/identity context that severely
inhibited cross-community peace building. As already noted,
the legacy of bitterness between the Georgians and Abkhaz was
and is far deeper than that between Georgians and Ossets,
making the political risks of compromise far greater for both
sides. And the structural threat posed to Georgia by Abkhaz
secessionism is far more serious than that by the Ossets.31

In other words, the promise that humanitarian and transi-
tional assistance directed at reconciliation will contribute to
conflict resolution or transformation is strongly affected by
context. It follows that programming of this type needs to be
based on a sophisticated understanding of the context, coupled
with monitoring of the conflict and the effects of humanitarian
activities on conflict. In short, conflict-sensitive programming
requires a considerably greater investment in analytical and
monitoring “capacity,” as well as on contextually sensitive
training.

Changing Institutions

The capacity for aid to worsen conflict or to transform it, and
the desirability that assistance be designed with conflict impact
in mind has implications for decision-making structures and
processes. Various changes have been made to bring issues of
conflict management closer to decisionmaking on humanitar-
ian and development assistance. The decision of the Canadian
government to establish a peace-building and human develop-
ment division within the Department of Foreign Affairs and
International Trade (DFAIT) in 1996-1997 represents a promis-
ing initiative to “mainstream” consideration of the impact of aid
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on conflict. Similar institutional adjustments have been under-
taken in the Netherlands. At the NGO level, many humanitarian
agencies (e.g., Oxfam) have sought to integrate the assessment
of aid impacts on conflict more directly into program design and
evaluation.

Governments and multilateral agencies have also recog-
nized that peace-building projects often fall outside established
development assistance categories, and frequently require greater
flexibility and rapidity of action. The Canadian government has
established peace-building funds in both the Canadian Interna-
tional Development Agency (CIDA) and in the peace-building
division of DFAIT. The World Bank has established a post-
conflict unit and the EU has created a “rehabilitation line” in the
Commission budget;  disbursements are to some extent guided
by the objective of conflict transformation.

“Mainstreaming” the consideration of the impact of aid on
conflict, however, can be taken too far. Although the conflict
connection needs to be better understood, this does not suggest
that aid policy should be subordinated to political calculations.
The subordination of aid policy to the politics of conflict resolu-
tion is in tension with the humanitarian imperative. If one could
confidently assert that aid conditionality had positive conflict-
transforming effects and positive humanitarian effects, then one
might be able to justify this subordination. The analysis above
suggests that such confidence may be misplaced.

Conclusion

Several general propositions emerge. The capacity of exter-
nal actors to mitigate or to transform conflict through the use of
humanitarian and developmental assistance should not be
overestimated. First, the design of assistance to alter the incen-
tives of belligerents is only one—and by no means necessarily
the most important—part of a much broader project of conflict
transformation involving many internal and external actors.
This design is no substitute for patient political (and often
military) engagement. Nor is it a substitute for the efforts of civil
society organizations and NGOs to promote political settlement
and social reconciliation.

More fundamentally, modesty in expectations regarding the
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 positive impact of aid on conflict reflects the difficulty of influ-
encing the motivations of belligerent leaders and communities
in conflict-ridden societies, as noted at the end of Chapter 3. The
space for compromise in modern civil war is quite narrow. The
risks of concession are perceived to be very high, both personally
and politically. Hierarchical structures of power are frequently
weak, making it difficult for leaders to deliver on agreements
they reach.

In addition, the differing perspectives and priorities of the
wide and fairly anarchic community of donors and aid agencies
renders it extremely difficult to secure the levels of consensus
necessary for aid-based strategies of conflict transformation to
succeed. The humanitarian consequences of tailoring program-
ming to conflict mitigation or transformation may be quite high.
Such programming obscures and arguably weakens the hu-
manitarian imperative.

The record reviewed here and in the previous chapter
suggests that relatively small-scale and contextually sensitive
efforts to adjust humanitarian programming in active conflicts
may  have a positive effect in mitigating the impacts of aid on war.
Moreover, carefully delivered transitional assistance may assist
in building sustainable peace. The impact of aid on conflict—
and the design of measures to control it—are worthy issues for
the consideration of aid agencies and donors.

The record of efforts to mitigate impact or to build peace
suggests that targeting of local communities stands a greater
chance of success than does the effort to manipulate incentives
at the macro level. The institutional adaptations of several
foreign ministries and multilateral aid agencies helped sensi-
tize officials to the conflict connection. Finally, awareness of the
political and cultural specificities of conflicts and the conse-
quent need for investment in both research and training on the
part of aid agencies is essential, as is more sustained dialogue
between the humanitarian and conflict studies communities.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION

This monograph has examined the impacts of humanitarian
and related assistance on conflict. These impacts constitute a
fundamental challenge to the humanitarian imperative to assist
those in need neutrally and impartially, irrespective of political
considerations. This imperative is based on the proposition that
an act of charity has intrinsic justification, whatever its conse-
quences. The good is in the act.

Yet to the extent that humanitarian action feeds warriors and
allows belligerents to devote a greater share of their resources to
the struggle, the effort to help may in fact do damage to those in
need of assistance and protection. The pursuit of the humanitar-
ian imperative may produce results inconsistent with the inten-
tion. This possibility suggests that humanitarian response should
be modified to avoid or minimize such impacts and that, in
circumstances in which aid makes things worse, it should be
suspended.

This ethical dilemma has generated a lively debate among
those implementing and analyzing humanitarian response in
emergency and transitional situations. At one end of the spec-
trum of opinion are  classical  humanitarians, who reject the notion
that the potentially negative effects of intervention in conflict
should be taken into account in structuring assistance. To do so
would undermine the humanitarian imperative and deprive
people of assistance they need and deserve. A second, damage-
limiting, position suggests that negative impacts of aid on people
suffering from conflict should be taken into account and pro-
gramming should be adjusted to minimize the impacts. In con-
ditions where avoiding or minimizing these effects is impossible,
withdrawal is considered an acceptable ethical and practical
option.

Acceptance of the proposition that humanitarian action may
be adjusted so as to avoid making things worse points to a third
position: that  it could be designed to make things better, redirect-
ing conflict into less violent forms. From this conflict transforma-
tion perspective, doing no harm should or must be accompanied
by efforts to build peace. At the far end of the spectrum, the fourth
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and final variant of opinion – the aid-as-a-weapon approach –
holds that where one side in a conflict is judged to be the cause
of a conflict or the principal impediment to its resolution, a
positive impact is best achieved by denying assistance to the
party holding back the peace process while providing aid to its
adversary.

The issue of aid impacts on conflict is as old as humanitarian
action itself, for the simple reason that the delivery of external
resources into a conflict situation “inevitably affects the balance
of power within it.”1    Cold War cases in particular demonstrate
that humanitarian action can play a role (inadvertently as in
Biafra, or by design as in Nicaragua and Afghanistan) in sustain-
ing belligerents in the field. The problem is, if anything, more
serious in the post-Cold War world, given the changing quality
of conflict. Today’s wars generally occur within and between
communities rather than between organized states, with a blur-
ring of the lines between belligerents and non-belligerents.2

The historical record, as reviewed in Chapters 1 and 2,
provides substantial evidence of the potential for negative im-
pacts from various elements of the humanitarian enterprise:
diversion of relief, substitution effects in the budgets of belligerents,
purchase of protection for relief activities, and the subjective
effects of proportionality on belligerent attitudes toward conflict
resolution. The extent of these effects depends, however, on how
humanitarian action affects the political economy of the war in
question.

The impact of aid on conflict appears to be greater in in-
stances where there are few other valued resources. Where such
other resources exist, as in Angola or Colombia, the role of
humanitarian action in the political economy of war is corre-
spondingly diminished. The seriousness of aid impacts on
conflict also depends on the extent to which the international
community is prepared to back up humanitarian action with
political/military support. Where such support is not forthcom-
ing, aid agencies are frequently and inappropriately blamed for
the apparent harm caused by their activities.

Although  the  negative impacts of aid on conflict may be clear
in theory,  it  is more difficult to establish that humanitarian action
has done harm in the sense of prolonging or escalating conflict.
Even in the most persuasive cases, it is difficult to know what
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would have happened in the absence of aid. Denial of aid to the
camps in eastern Zaire in late 1994 and 1995 on grounds of the
harm associated with its provision might have provoked a
widening of conflict. In the absence of assistance in the camps,
the military elements that had taken refuge there probably would
have sought to live off the Zairian population and resources in
the vicinity. And the denial of assistance to the camps might have
produced a massive humanitarian catastrophe for civilians
among whom Rwandan Hutu military and paramilitary forma-
tions were sheltering.

For reasons such as these, there is little ethical or practical
basis for reaching basic decisions on humanitarian action solely
in the interest of avoiding negative impact during conflict.

That said, it is a matter of common sense that where agencies
can alleviate the impact of aid on conflict without jeopardizing
their fundamental mission, the adjustment of programming is
desirable, not least because the resources lost to diversion leave
less for assistance to victims. Chapter 3 suggests that the most
promising level at which such adjustment occurs is local, based
on understanding the cultural, social, and economic contexts.
Careful monitoring of program implementation, particularly in
the area of food distribution, is crucial. Efforts to mitigate the
impacts of aid on conflict at a national level appear to be less
promising, given the asymmetry of motivation between external
actors and belligerents, the frequent unresponsiveness of the
warring parties belligerents to the humanitarian impacts of
conditionality, and the problem of coordination among donors
and agencies.

Similar conclusions may be drawn about the role of humani-
tarian action and transitional programming in conflict transfor-
mation, as discussed in Chapter 4. Efforts to encourage reconcili-
ation and sustainable peace appear to work best at the local level,
where there is substantial community participation and owner-
ship. Particularly “in the case of ‘failed states,’ or in countries
where certain areas are controlled by non-government or anti-
government authorities, local level, non-state mechanisms may
be the most effective means through which peace building and
conflict management can be animated.”3

Success may be limited even at this level, however, where
conflict-transforming initiatives are targeted toward issues with
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direct implications for the security of communities, as in the case
of assistance to communities accepting the return of displaced
minorities. There is little evidence to suggest that larger scale
efforts to manipulate the incentives of belligerents through con-
ditionality have the desired impact, while the negative human
consequences of such efforts may be significant (as in Serb-
controlled areas of Bosnia-Herzegovina).

The stated rationale for efforts to foster reconciliation through
emergency and transitional assistance at the local level is that
there is a bubbling-up process from the micro to the macro.
However, it is difficult to identify cases where such a process has
occurred. And, in the few cases where sustainable peace has been
achieved (as, arguably, in Mozambique or Guatemala), it is
difficult to confirm that assistance programming has played a
key role in comparison to social exhaustion and pressure from
below on leaders to settle. As one observer put it:

Aid workers cannot bring peace. No one can “make,”
“keep,” or “enforce” anyone else’s peace. People and
societies must create the conditions on which they base
their own peace.4

Indeed, when  weighed  against the motivations, insecuri-
ties, and multiple concerns of belligerents—local, national, re-
gional, international, political, military, and economic—the role
of assistance in fostering sustainable peace is limited.5    That said,
where aid can be used in the quest for peace without jeopardizing
the fundamental humanitarian commitment, the effort should be
made. Cases such as that of South Ossetia suggest that the
imaginative, contextually sensitive use of positive incentives can
produce improvement in intercommunal relations, laying the
societal basis for sustainable peace when leaders are ready to
settle.

The effort to use assistance to transform conflict must be a
long-term one. In the particularly difficult case of Rwanda, “it
took decades for a society to come to the point of committing this
violence, and is likely to take decades for that society to move
beyond it.”6    The process also requires willingness on the part
of the international community to stay the course without obvi-
ous indicators of success, not only because it is likely to be slow,
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but because the principal impacts are likely to be subjective rather
than material, and thus difficult to measure.

Realizing the promise of using aid creatively to mitigate or
to transform conflict may require institutional changes in hu-
manitarian organizations. Their decision-making processes have
tended to be technical and avowedly apolitical. Their cultures
have not been attuned to careful consideration of the impact of
their activities on conflict. There may be merit in recent efforts on
the part of aid agencies to bring conflict analysis into their own
decisionmaking, as in the case of CIDA and the World Bank.

Moreover, peace building may involve transitional activities
that are not supported in either humanitarian or development
funding. The use of aid in the effort to build peace may involve
a need for greater flexibility and rapidity of action than is usual
in traditional bilateral and multilateral programming. Bridging
the gap requires new and separate budget accounts with differ-
ent disbursement criteria. Examples include the EU’s rehabilita-
tion line, USAID’s Office of Transition Initiatives, or Canada’s
peace-building fund.

Viewing emergency, transitional, and development aid as
instruments in a peace-building process that also includes more
traditional and political conflict resolution roles (e.g., mediation,
peacekeeping, peace enforcement) also suggests consideration
of how to improve linkages between aid and foreign policy
institutions. Some governments have reacted to this need by
mainstreaming aid into foreign policy. Norway has come to the
view that aid, like other elements of foreign policy, should
promote confidence building, peace, and reconciliation in war-
torn societies. Canada has created a peace-building unit within
the global issues and security section of its foreign ministry that
is linked closely to the peace-building fund. This brings aid
impact directly into the formulation of the country’s policy
towards civil and regional conflicts. Although such institutional
changes may raise donor and agency awareness of the potential
impacts of aid on conflict, they carry dangers as well, notably the
possibility that aid decisions may be made on political rather
than humanitarian grounds.

Underlying these changes is the more fundamental point
that effectiveness in addressing the challenges of conflict through
aid requires knowledge of the specific context and investment in
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research by both donors and implementing agencies. Putting this
knowledge at the disposal of decisionmakers also requires  a
more substantial training effort to sensitize officials to the poten-
tial effects of their decisions on processes of conflict.

In the final analysis, the discourse within the aid community
on conflict impact has been marred by the adoption of extreme
positions on all sides. It does little good, on the one hand, to
proceed full steam ahead with relief programming without
considering  the  consequences. Such an approach risks avoid-
able negative impacts and the discrediting of the humanitarian
enterprise with its public and its funders. It may ultimately
jeopardize agencies’ capacity to do what they are supposed to
do—help victims in need.7

On the other hand, the view that humanitarian aid has
played a substantial role in sustaining or exacerbating conflict
and its humanitarian consequences has been overblown. The
cases in which this is demonstrably true are few, and it is unclear
whether the alternative of disengagement would have had the
desired effect on the conflict. What is needed is the middle ground
for which many donors and agencies have been striving. The best
approach involves fidelity to the humanitarian imperative, com-
bined with efforts to understand conflicts, to limit negative
impacts, and to exploit the positive potential of assistance to
those caught up in war.

Aid is a rather small part of the story of conflict. It can
contribute to the exacerbation, mitigation, or transformation of
conflict. But its significance should not be exaggerated. The
impact of aid on conflict, positive or negative, should not be the
basis for fundamental decisions whether or not to come to the
assistance of victims in peril.  However, it makes sense to analyze
the impacts of humanitarian action on conflict and to adjust both
programs and institutions in light of the conflict connection.
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